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Superior by Nature 

Office of the City Clerk 
Memorandum Fax: 623-5468 

Telephone: 625-2230 

TO: Members of Council 

FROM: Krista Power, City Clerk 

DATE: Thursday, September 16, 2021 

SUBJECT: Additional Information 
Committee of the Whole – September 20, 2021 

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE 

Additional Information 

1. Memorandum from Councillor A. Foulds – Chair – Earthcare Advisory Committee, dated 
September 10, 2021 relative to Yard Maintenance By-law deputation. 

2. Correspondence from deputant K. Moore providing additional information relative to Yard 
Maintenance By-law deputation. 

3. Deputation request from C. Krumpholz, Chair – Parking Authority Board, requesting to 
appear before Committee to provide a deputation relative to Divestment of Parking 
Structures. 

4. Memorandum from C. Krumpholz, Chair – Parking Authority Board, dated September 15, 
2021 relative to Divestment of Parking Structures. 

5. Revised Memorandum from City Clerk K. Power, dated September 16, 2021 containing an 
updated Outstanding List for Planning Services. (Please note that due to the re-org within 
the City Manager’s Office and Development & Emergency Services in August 2021, item 
2021-106-DEV has been added to the Planning Services Outstanding List and removed 
from the Administrative Services Outstanding List.) 

6. Establishment of Committee of the Whole – Closed Session 

The following resolution will be presented to Committee of the Whole in order to establish 
a Committee of the Whole – Closed Session on September 27, 2021: 
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“THAT a Committee of the Whole – Closed Session meeting be scheduled for Monday, 
September 27, 2021 at 5:30 p.m. in order to receive information relative to a proposed or 
pending acquisition or disposition of land by the municipality or local board and advice 
that is subject to solicitor-client privilege, including communications necessary for that 
purpose.” 

/kp 



        

       

    

   

         
    
       

      

        
     

       
        
     

       

         
          
       

            
            

      
        

       
 

           
         
          
           

           
    

    
        

 
       
          
       

 

'1care 
Thunder Bay 

sustainable by nature 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Mayor Mauro and Members of City Council 

FROM: Councillor A. Foulds, Chair – EarthCare Advisory Committee 

DATE: September 10, 2021 

RE: Yard Maintenance By-law 

On September 7, 2021, Kyla Moore, concerned citizen and member of the Community Greening 
Working Group appeared before the EarthCare Advisory Committee (EAC) to provide a 
presentation on Re-Imagining the Yard Maintenance By-law in Thunder Bay. Based upon this 
presentation, EAC members passed the following resolution: 

With respect to the Re-Imagining the Yard Maintenance By-law presentation to City 
Council in September, 2021 by concerned citizen Kyla Moore; 

THAT the EarthCare Advisory Committee send a memorandum to City Council in 
support in principle to review and revise the Yard Maintenance By-law #68-2008 to 
support urban naturalization, and boulevard gardening in relation to the Sustainability 
Plan, Net Zero Strategy, and Climate Adaptation Strategy. 

A boulevard garden and naturalization exemption in the yard maintenance by-law would support 
residents to engage in ecological restoration activities without fear of triggering by-law 
notices. Amending this by-law would directly support Community Greening action within the 
Sustainability Plan to identify projects that aim to increase biodiversity by protecting, maintaining, or 
rehabilitating public and private lands. This review could support the Natural Area near term tactic 
within the Net-Zero Strategy to explore opportunities for enhanced carbon sequestration on city-
owned and private land. Finally, amending this by-law could also support the Climate Adaptation 
Strategy objective 5.2 to preserve and enhance natural landscape features that increase the city’s 
resiliency. 

Boulevard gardens and naturalized spaces could have many benefits including a greater ability to 
respond to extreme weather and climate change, lower maintenance costs and the creation of 
habitat for urban wildlife. These gardens would also bring beauty to our urban environment, 
creating new spaces for citizens to connect with nature. There are a great variety of native and low-
water use plants that thrive in our climate and require only the rain water in order to survive. 
Some advantages of native plants are: 

• They tolerate our weather better than non-native plants 
• By slowing, reducing and filtering runoff, they improve the quality of the stormwater and help 

prevent flooding. 
• They are more resistant to disease and thus require less fertilizer and pesticides 
• They increase carbon sequestration and decrease the need for power tool use, lowering 

CO2 emissions from mowers, trimmers, aerators and the like. 



         
   

             
        
          

        
         

 
         

          
      

        
 

  
 

 
 

  
  

 
            
        
       

 

                                                           
     

 

Several other municipalities have made amendments to their yard maintenance by-laws to allow for 
boulevard gardening and naturalization. A Naturalized Area in London and Chatham-Kent is 
defined as: “a portion of a lot where a lawn previously maintained by an owner or occupant has 
been allowed to re-establish a reproducing population of native species, through a combination of 
natural regeneration and deliberate plantings of native species.”1 There are many cities that require 
homeowners to register their boulevard garden and/or agree to follow guidelines. There are a 
multitude of examples that could lend advice to the amendment of this by-law. 

The EarthCare Advisory Committee is supportive of a review and amendment of the Yard 
Maintenance By-law, knowing it will move the City closer to meeting its goals and objectives under 
the EarthCare Sustainability Plan, Net-Zero Strategy, and Climate Adaptation Strategy. The 
EarthCare Advisory Committee would also be interested in participating in the review process. 

Sincerely, 

Councillor A. Foulds, Chair 
EarthCare Advisory Committee 

cc: K. Marshall – General Manager – Infrastructure & Operations 
A. Coomes, Sustainability Coordinator – Infrastructure & Operations 
L. Grace – Administrative Assistant – Environment Division 

1 https://www.chatham-kent.ca/localgovernment/Documents/99-2021.pdf - Chatham Kent By-law Number 99-2021, 
Accessed Aug 28 2021) 

https://www.chatham-kent.ca/localgovernment/Documents/99-2021.pdf


    
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
          

 
 

      

 
      

 
    

 

Reimagining the Yard Maintenance Bylaw: An Opportunity to Contribute Towards 

Sustainability Goals 

Prepared by Kyla Moore and Sarah Peters 

Submitted to Thunder Bay City Council 

On September 20, 2021 
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Reimagining the Yard Maintenance Bylaw: A Opportunity to Contribute Towards Sustainability Goals 

Reimagining the Yard Maintenance Bylaw: An Opportunity to Contribute Towards 
Sustainability Goals 

Currently the City of Thunder Bay’s Yard Maintenance Bylaw (Bylaw) sets a minimum standard 
for the maintenance of yards and boulevards, amongst other regulations. Sections of the Bylaw 
are highly restrictive. 

The 2 primary issues: 

1) This Bylaw is not supportive of naturalization (i.e. the ecological restoration of 
diverse native plant habitat). 

2) The boulevard section of the Bylaw outlines regulations around turf grass. While 
residents are expected to maintain this grass, they are not permitted to improve the 
boulevard in any way, including through naturalization, the planting of native or 
ornamental species, or the planting of edible gardens. 

These sections endanger public health and safety by favouring conventional landscape 
practices which include cultivation of monoculture, non-native turf grasses and exotic (often 
invasive) ornamentals, use of harmful chemicals to establish and sustain same, and 
petrochemical consumption and pollution through regular maintenance. 

The City of Thunder Bay is beautifully framed by stunning natural habitat that has evolved here 
for thousands of years. Many of these natural plants have uses as foods, medicines, and other 
purposes for the Ojibwe peoples whose legacy is very much a part of the Great Lakes 
watershed. To allow and encourage residents to bring some of this natural habitat into their own 
yards, the City should consider revising sections of the Bylaw which create barriers to urban 
environmental stewardship, cultural expression and reconciliation. 

RELEVANT SECTIONS OF THE BYLAW IN QUESTION 

City of Thunder Bay 
Yard Maintenance By-Law 68-2008 
4.01 Grass To be Kept Trimmed 

(a) It is an offence for an Owner of Land to fail to keep the grass and/or weeds upon the Land trimmed so 
as not to exceed twenty (20 cm) centimeters or eight (8 in) inches in height. 
4.02 Exemptions 

Section 4.01 does not apply to Lands exceeding one and two -thirds (1.66 ha) hectares or four (4 a) acres in 
size. 
Section 4.01 does not apply to Yards which have been landscaped or maintained with such materials as: 

(a) trees, shrubs, ornamental grasses or flowers; 
(b) decorative stonework , walkways or screening; and 
(c) any other commonly accepted horticultural or landscape architectural elements. 

Yard Maintenance By-Law 68-2008 Amendment 
By-law Number BL 69/2017 

4.01.1 Grass on Boulevards To Be Kept Trimmed 
(a) It is an offence for an Owner of Land to fail to keep the grass and/or weeds upon the Adjacent Boulevard 
trimmed so as not to exceed twenty (20 cm) centimeters or eight (8 in) in height. 

(b) It is an offence for an Occupant of Land to fail to keep the grass and/or weeds upon the Adjacent 
Boulevard trimmed so as not to exceed twenty (20 cm) centimeters or eig ht (8 in) in height. 
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Reimagining the Yard Maintenance Bylaw: A Opportunity to Contribute Towards Sustainability Goals 

Essentially, this means that anything on the boulevard other than grass is illegal, and all 
grass and/or weeds on both private property and boulevards is restricted to 20cm in 
height. 

I’m requesting the revision of Yard Maintenance Bylaw sections 4.01, 4.01.1, 4.02 to address 
the rights of residents who wish to naturalize their yards, and to support the development of 
gardening and naturalization activity on city-owned boulevards. By revising these sections, the 
City can become a leader, along with numerous communities in Canada and worldwide, which 
have recognized the value of urban greening, naturalization, and respect for Indigenous 
Peoples. 

DEFINITIONS 

Boulevard Gardens are gardens on the city-owned strip of land between a person’s property line 

and the street. This area typically consists of turf grass and may include a city-planted tree. 

Naturalized Areas are portions of a lot where a lawn previously maintained by an owner or 

occupant has been allowed to re-establish a reproducing population of native species, through a 
combination of natural regeneration and deliberate plantings of native species (Chatham Kent, 
2021). 

SPECIFIC REVISIONS AND REQUESTS 

Boulevard Garden: Exemption, Guideline/Policy, Online Resources 

A Boulevard Garden Exemption in the Bylaw will allow gardening on city-owned boulevards. 
Creating a policy and guideline to complement this bylaw exemption will support residents to 
garden on their boulevards safely and successfully (e.g. call before you dig instructions, 
sightline considerations, and a list of plants which will thrive on the boulevard). 

Naturalized Area: Definition, Exemption, Online Resources 

A Naturalized Area definition and exemption in the Bylaw would support residents to engage in 
genuine ecological restoration activities without fear of triggering bylaw notices. A naturalized 
area exemption would not be an excuse to neglect or abandon property maintenance, but would 
support residents who are intentionally creating habitat for pollinators, at-risk bumblebees, 
butterflies and songbirds. Online resources could be developed to support well-maintained 
natural gardens with: 

1. Tips for incorporating “cues to care” which signal a natural garden is purposeful and 
intentional; and, 

2. A plant list of native species found in our eco-region. 

What These Revisions Don’t Mean 

These revisions don’t mean that those who wish to grow conventional turf on their yards and 
boulevards will be prohibited from doing so. Turf grass is an ideal groundcover for high-use 
areas because it is resilient and can handle foot traffic. However, over-use of non-native 
groundcover leads to a widening gap in the functional food web and alternatives provide more 
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Reimagining the Yard Maintenance Bylaw: A Opportunity to Contribute Towards Sustainability Goals 

ecosystem services and should be recognized for their inherent value. Expanded use of turf 
grass alternatives will assist the City of Thunder Bay to achieve sustainability goals by 
enhancing green infrastructure and natural assets. 

Additionally, supporting naturalization of yards and boulevards doesn’t equate to allowing 
neglected and abandoned areas. Naturalization does not equal neglect. Naturalized areas 

would still be intentionally curated and appropriately maintained. For example: allowing 
naturalization doesn’t mean that residents can allow their conventional, non-native turf grass to 
grow to excessive height (i.e. in excess of 20cm). 

THE HISTORY OF TURF LAWNS AND LAWN MAINTENANCE BYLAWS 

Short, manicured lawns may be considered by many to be a normal and appropriate feature of 
the land, but this is a vast departure from natural landscapes. The “lawn” has been evolving for 
centuries. Originating as a status symbol for the European aristocracy, settler-colonists brought 
the cultivated lawn concept to North America, as well as non-native grass seed which proved to 
be detrimental to the ecosystem. Lawns separated classes and signalled that one could afford 
the required human labour to sustain a lush and lavish green carpet. 

After the Industrial Revolution, the lawnmower became widely available and many households 
could afford their very own mini status symbol. Lawns were marketed to suburban homeowners, 
setting the standard for future developments. Since then, lawns have become a firmly 
entrenched symbol of middle class prosperity. Lawn care and maintenance are big business. 
Commercial industry caters to this lucrative standard with pesticides, herbicides and chemical 
fertilizers, which further cause harm to inter-related biosystems. The use of land in this way is 
harmful to people, plant, and place and represents continued colonization of the land. 

Colonial Roots of the Yard Maintenance Bylaw 

In Sierra Bein’s 2020 article “Is it Time to Decolonize your Lawn?” she demonstrated how 
climate change and Indigenous rights intersect on the lawn: 

“Some environmentalists, First Nations leaders and even hobby gardeners are 
calling for a different approach to how we view and treat the ubiquitous urban green 
space. It is, they argue, a lasting symbol of how settlers appropriated Indigenous 
land and culture. And the rigid Western ideal we have imposed continues to hurt the 
planet and, in turn, all of us. The lawn, some go as far to say, needs to be 
decolonized.” 
(Bein, 2020) 

The legacy of colonialism remains embedded in many institutional structures. Moving forward, 
City Bylaws, policies, and projects can be restructured to cultivate ethical and equitable 
relationships between people, plant, and place. Bylaws can, and should, support communities to 
practice reciprocity by enabling a lawful framework for regenerative relationship with the 
environment. Change at this deep level will contribute to the City’s vision for a more equitable 
and sustainable future. 

Inviting the perspectives of Indigenous stewards and integrating Indigenous knowledge 
systems, oral histories, laws, protocols and connections to the land in the upcoming bylaw 
review, and the overall process of bylaw reform, would align with Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission of Canada reconciliation principles: 
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Reimagining the Yard Maintenance Bylaw: A Opportunity to Contribute Towards Sustainability Goals 

“Reconciliation between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Canadians, from an 
Aboriginal perspective, also requires reconciliation with the natural world. If human 
beings resolve problems between themselves but continue to destroy the natural 
world, then reconciliation remains incomplete”. 
(Honouring the Truth, Reconciling for the Future, Summary of the Final Report of the 
Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, 2015, pg 18). 

I am asking City Council to consider guidance and consultation from the Indigenous Relations & 
Inclusion Section during a review of the Yard Maintenance Bylaw. The current Bylaw doesn’t 
acknowledge ways of knowing and living in relation to the land, or stewardship responsibilities 
towards the land and species sharing it. It is instead based on practices which view arable land 
as property to be controlled, dominated, and altered for profit and pleasure. This is counterpoint 
to the knowledge of the original land stewards, the Indigenous peoples, and their deep holistic 
views of reciprocity and relational coexistence. For the City of Thunder Bay to act on the 
principles of Truth and Reconciliation, a bylaw review can include an Indigenous perspective in 
the face of climate change and accelerating loss of biodiversity. 

CONSTITUTIONALITY TEST: ARE THESE SECTIONS OF THE BYLAW LEGAL? 

Weed laws were originally intended to protect valuable agricultural crops, livestock, and 
workers. Municipalities are granted power to designate local plants as “weeds” under section 10 
of Ontario’s Weed Control Act, and to require property owners to destroy plants listed on the 
Schedule of Noxious Weeds if those plants pose risk. Municipalities are authorized under the 
Ontario Municipal Act “Refuse and Debris” Section 127 to require residents to “clean and clear 
the land” of objects or conditions that pose a health, safety or nuisance hazard. While these 
intentions may seem noble, weed laws were instead adopted by municipalities attempting to 
protect urban property values by regulating conformity to a homogenous aesthetic. 

Counterproductive Regulation 

Ontario’s Planning Act which “sets the policy foundation for regulating the development and use 
of land” states: 

“Healthy, liveable and safe communities are sustained by avoiding development and 
land use patterns which may cause environmental or public health and safety 
concerns, promoting development and land use patterns that conserve biodiversity, 
and preparing for the regional and local impacts of a changing climate.” 
(Ontario’s Planning Act, 2021) 

Favouring monoculture turf grass and not supporting naturalization and boulevard gardens is 
counter-productive to these aims. Turf grass does nothing to mitigate climate change or support 
biodiversity. Climate change has been demonstrated to be detrimental to human health. 

To be in compliance with the Planning Act, municipalities can and should explore options to 
enhance and promote naturalization on residential, commercial, industrial, and public lands 
(residential yards, vacant lots, non-functional green spaces, boulevards, medians, ditches, 
under-utilized park areas, etc) by encouraging no-mow areas, modelling environmentally 
friendly land use and encouraging inclusion of native plant species use in landscape design. 
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Reimagining the Yard Maintenance Bylaw: A Opportunity to Contribute Towards Sustainability Goals 

Void Due to Vagueness 

While municipalities can regulate vegetation on private property where there is a legitimate 
public health and safety concern (i.e. vegetation height impedes traffic sight lines, plant toxicity 
poses threat, invasive species may escape), the municipality also has a duty to frame any yard 
maintenance/property maintenance bylaws according to these criteria and to express their 
meaning with certainty. The City’s unmet obligation of clarity invites arbitrary enforcement, 
because it broadly regulates grass and weed height without delineating an “area of risk.” This 
often means that the Yard Maintenance Bylaw enforces conventional aesthetics, and the 
expectations of neighbors, instead of mitigating risk to person, plant or place. By failing to 
specify actual plant species of concern, or correlate plant height regulations with actual health, 
safety or environmental hazards, the disputed sections of the Yard Maintenance Bylaw are 
rendered void due to unconstitutional vagueness and uncertainty. 

Unconstitutional and Unenforceable 

Justice Fairgrieve in Bell v. Toronto (1996) and Justice Pitt in Counter v. Toronto (2002) set 
precedent when they struck down bylaws enforcing conformity with neighbourhood aesthetics 
by imposing conventional landscaping practices which violated Charter freedoms. These judges 
ruled that Toronto residents had the right to express their values and beliefs via the creation of 
natural garden areas on their property and on the city-owned boulevard adjacent to their 

property, despite a Toronto bylaw restricting the excessive growth of grass and weeds. In these 
cases the offending bylaw: 

 Lacked clear definitions; 
 Utilized a complaints driven process based on aesthetic concerns; 
 Contained subjective and arbitrary language; 
 Resulted in enforcement based on aesthetic preference; 
 Unreasonably restricted individual freedom of expression; 
 Imposed conventional landscaping practices; 
 Restricted less conventional landscaping practices; and, 
 Prevented and dis-incentivized creation of naturalized gardens. 

The disputed sections of the Yard Maintenance Bylaw fail on these points as well. The Bylaw 
states that grass and/or weeds must be kept trimmed to a maximum of 20cm (8in) in height, 
exempting yards which have been landscaped with commonly accepted horticultural or 
landscape architectural elements. The legality of these sections of our Yard Maintenance Bylaw 
is questionable because: 

 They lack clear definitions of “commonly accepted horticultural or landscape architectural 
elements”; 

 Acceptable elements are based on colonial aesthetic values, and are inherently biased; 
 Arbitrary language referencing aesthetic requirements imports a subjective and uncertain 

standard which results in bylaw officers rendering unconstitutional judgements based on 
personal preference; 

 Complaints-driven process legitimizes aesthetic complaints and forces residents to 
defend personal plant choices; 

 Natural landscaping is As-Of-Right and can be considered: artistic expression, a form of 
symbolic speech, political expression, religious practice, cultural practice 

 They act as a disincentive to the creation of natural gardens; 
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Reimagining the Yard Maintenance Bylaw: A Opportunity to Contribute Towards Sustainability Goals 

 They restrict freedom of expression and freedom of conscience and religion; 
 They lack a sincere health and safety basis on which the grass and/or weeds height rule 

is set; 
 Maximum height rule is a carry-over of colonial aesthetic values; 
 Ontario’s Weed Control Act permits municipalities to regulate noxious weeds, and 

Ontario’s Municipal Act permits municipalities to regulate health, safety and nuisance 
concerns, but there must be a clear mechanism by which living vegetation is designated 
to be noxious and/or a health, safety and nuisance concern and therefore subject to 
control. These sections lack this clear mechanism; 

 Vague terminology of “grass and/or weeds” could refer to literally thousands of plant 
species; and, 

 A law is void for vagueness where it does not clearly define what it prohibits. 

Legal Precedent - Bell v. Toronto (1996) 

The Bell v. Toronto (1996) Ontario Provincial Court case set precedent by recognizing 
environmental beliefs communicated through garden design on private property were a 
protected form of expression under the Charter. Where the offending bylaw saw only tall grass 
and weeds, the court saw expressive content which conveyed an individual’s culture, values 
and environmental views. Municipalities do not have the power or authority to unreasonably 
restrict expressive landscaping practices, as Justice Fairgrieve explains: 

“...Since there appears to be no obvious correlation between a height restriction for 
plants and any health, safety or environmental hazards posed by them, I think the 
new by-law makes it even clearer that the City's concern with weed control is 
primarily motivated by aesthetic considerations. 

There can be no doubt that the appellant's act of growing a naturalistic garden that 
included tall grass and weeds had expressive content and conveyed meaning. 
The fact that many people evidently do not share the appellant's environmental 
beliefs and disapprove of the way she chose to manifest them does not remove her 
chosen form of expression from the protection of s. 2(b). 

...Determining whether the purpose or effect of the by-law is to restrict a person's 
freedom of expression, I think it is apparent that one of the purposes of the by-law, 
indeed its primary purpose, is to impose on all property owners the conventional 
landscaping practices considered by most people to be desirable, and that one of its 
effects is to prevent naturalized gardens which reflect other, less conventional 
values. The by-law has a direct effect on the appellant's freedom of expression and, 
in my view, clearly violates s. 2(b) of the Charter.” 
(Fairgrieve Prov. J., Ontario Court of Justice (Provincial Division), September 11, 
1996) 

Property maintenance regulations which unjustifiably restrict this type of meaningful expression 
force residents to choose between unfair ‘David versus Goliath’ prosecution battles with 
municipalities, or capitulating to pressure to conform. Encounters with bylaw officers often result 
in residents being intimidated into compliance with illegitimate and illegal sections of the Yard 
Maintenance Bylaw. This is a type of harassment, and this unjust narrative needs to change. 
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Reimagining the Yard Maintenance Bylaw: A Opportunity to Contribute Towards Sustainability Goals 

Legal Precedent - Counter v. Toronto (2002) 

The Counter v. Toronto (2002) court case and subsequent appeal set precedent by recognizing 
that an individual’s right to expression of values through a naturalized garden on city-owned 
public land was also protected under the Charter. Douglas Counter won his court case to 
express his environmental beliefs via a natural garden on the boulevard adjacent to his home. If 
residents intentionally landscape their property or boulevard as an expression of cultural and 
environmental beliefs they are protected under the Charter, as Counter explains: 

“A three-year battle against the City of Toronto, initiated by one neighbour's 
complaints to the City about my boulevard garden, ended up in court, where my 
father and I were successful in affirming the right of citizens to express their pro-
environmental beliefs on the public boulevard in front of their homes, with the only 
limit on that right being legitimate safety issues. The Ontario Superior Court of 
Justice ruled that my native plant boulevard garden was protected by the freedom of 
expression clause in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms and the Ontario 
Court of Appeal upheld that decision. It's the first time a court in Canada has 
recognized that citizens have a protected right to express pro-environmental values 
on public land. This is an important step forward in allowing responsible citizens to 
take stewardship of the land. Noteworthy is the Court's recognition of the ‘enormous 
environmental significance’ of natural gardens, and the ‘tremendous spiritual 
significance’ the memorial garden holds for me and my family.” 
(Douglas Counter, Accessed 2021 at 
http://treenuts.ca/dougcountergarden/dougcountergarden.htmlfamily). 

The Sections are of No Force or Effect 

By design, the Yard Maintenance Bylaw infringes unjustifiably on individual rights to freedom of 
expression under section 2(b) and freedom of conscience and religion under section 2(a) of the 
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (Charter). According to the Charter supremacy 
clause, section 52(1), the Constitution of Canada is the supreme law of Canada, and any law 
that is inconsistent with the provisions of the Constitution is invalid. Because the vague and 
arbitrary restrictions outlined in the disputed sections of the Yard Maintenance Bylaw are 
primarily motivated by aesthetic considerations and impose conventional and colonial 
landscaping practices on non-constitutional grounds, these sections of the Yard Maintenance 
Bylaw are of no force or effect. 

Ultra Vires 

The disputed sections of the Yard Maintenance Bylaw appear to be ultra vires (i.e. acting 
beyond legal powers of authority) and in contravention of the Charter. If this is the case, they 
must be quashed for illegality under the Ontario Municipal Act, section 273(1). 

BENEFITS OF REVISING THE BYLAW TO ALLOW BOULEVARD GARDENS AND 
NATURALIZATION 

Thunder Bay is full of existing natural spaces and quasi-legal boulevard gardens which beautify 
the city and provide multiple social, economic and environmental co-benefits. These benefits 
are summarized in Appendix A: Benefits of Urban Naturalization and Boulevard Gardens, 
and the many ways they support goals and objectives outlined in City plans and strategies are 
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summarized in Appendix B: City Plan & Strategy Solutions Provided by Boulevard & 

Natural Gardens. 

Modification of lawn control regulations is an easy victory in the fight against climate change and 
biodiversity loss. Reimagining non-functional turf boulevards and supporting residents to convert 
unused lawn into diverse natural habitat is a no-cost natural climate emergency solution 

which can help the city achieve targets outlined in the Thunder Bay’s Net Zero Strategy 

In his book Nature’s Best Hope, A New Approach to Conservation That Starts in Your Yard, 
Douglas Tallamy calls on landowners in the United States of America (USA) to take local 
environmental action by voluntarily converting half of their lawns into productive native plant 
communities in order to restore ecosystem function to 20 million acres of turf grass in the USA. 

A bylaw revision will support creation of our own local version of Tallamy’s Homegrown National 
Park, “the largest cooperative conservation project ever conceived or attempted.” It will support 
residents in the Thunder Bay Butterflyway Rangers Project to participate in the United Nations 
2021-2030 Decade on Ecosystem Restoration by working together to add local native 
wildflowers, shrubs and trees to their gardens to establish a network of “pollinator pathways” 
and corridors to support biodiversity. Although lawn is “green” it does not replace native habitat. 
Lawn acts as a barrier, instead of a corridor. We must not allow an ingrained lawn aesthetic to 
act as a barrier to enhancing natural assets and green infrastructure. 

Lorraine Johnson, native plant expert, author, and environmental activist describes the current 
garden aesthetic as “500 years of entrenched colonial violence and injustice.” Johnson 
challenges property maintenance bylaws by asking them to serve a higher purpose: 

“What is the ecological value of a property? What life does this property support? 
What is its connection to nature?” Johnson points out that, “Habitat gardens are of 
enormous ecological value. They create health and abundance while supporting all 
forms of life.” 
(White, 2021) 

Instead of merely enforcing aesthetic standards, these sections of the Yard Maintenance Bylaw 
can place value on sustainable practices, climate mitigation and adaptation benefits, and the 
biodiversity supports a property provides. 

Embracing Edible Boulevards 

While there is a place and function for turf grass and fields, the boulevard is not it. Nobody’s 
picnicking or playing soccer on the curb. The boulevard can be put to better use. A co-existing 
option with the naturalized boulevard is the edible boulevard garden. 

Pollinator populations, which are essential to food production, are declining. Supporting urban 
naturalization and “climate victory gardens” as natural climate solutions has clear crossover 
benefits for urban agriculture. 

The “edible” garden is one place where local climate emergency solutions and the COVID-19 
pandemic intersect. The COVID-19 pandemic highlighted the fragility of our food systems. In 
response to this, often as a desire to have greater control over personal food supply, and partly 
to cope with stressful changes due to COVID-19, citizens across the country began growing 
their own food, many for the first time. Edible gardens can be diverse. They can contain all sorts 
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of commonly grown fruits and vegetables, or in a more naturalized garden you can find edible 
and medicinal native plants. Whichever gardening style is used, growing “COVID hope gardens” 
improves food self-reliance, enhances food security and instills a sense of agency over where 
one’s food comes from. During a time of social isolation and uncertainty, the edible garden 
fosters independence, development of new skills, and stress-relieving connections to the land 
and the healing power of nature. 

Revising the Yard Maintenance Bylaw to open more area for edible landscaping on boulevards 

would align with the Thunder Bay Food Charter. Edible boulevard gardens promote urban 
agriculture, knowledge-sharing amongst neighbours on how to grow and harvest food, and 
enhance local food sovereignty. They can be part of a larger solution to address food insecurity, 
a top public health priority. Edible urban boulevard gardens would make effective use of land 
resources. They would increase both the availability of, and access to, affordable, fresh, local, 
and sustainable food options which foster positive physical and mental health outcomes. 

Edible gardens are also attractive, and promote a healthy lifestyle. 

NATURALIZATION MYTHS 

Myths surrounding naturalization have been used to falsely claim natural gardens are a health 
and safety hazard. These myths have not withstood judicial or scientific scrutiny. They have 
been refuted by studies, expert testimony in court proceedings, and advances in our 
understanding of natural phenomena. 

As municipalities have a responsibility to enforce health and safety standards, it is important 
these myths are debunked in order to ensure only facts are considered when enacting laws. For 
a summary of common natural garden myths versus natural garden facts see Appendix C: 

Naturalization Myths Debunked. 

The truth is that natural landscapes reduce many of the hazards that weed laws are intended to 
prevent. We can do better than the current bylaw, and with careful policy and planning, mitigate 
any concerns about a move to more naturalized yards. 

EXAMINING MUNICIPAL MODELS FOR THESE CHANGES 

(See Appendix D: Municipal Models for Consideration for further information and links to city 

websites). 

The number of cities across Canada supporting these initiatives is growing every year and they 
demonstrate there is positive momentum and broad support for these progressive changes. 
Other municipal bylaws, policies, and guidelines could easily serve as models for Thunder Bay. 

Canadian Cities Supportive of Boulevard Gardens and Naturalization 

The following cities are supportive of naturalization (this list is not comprehensive): 

 Fredericton  London  Ottawa 
 Guelph  Markham  Collingwood 
 Barrie  Collingwood  Edmonton 
 Windsor  Toronto  Chatham-Kent 
 Sarnia  Waterloo 
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The following cities are supportive of boulevard gardens (this list is not comprehensive): 

 Fredericton  Saskatoon  Barrie 
 Victoria  Winnipeg  Guelph 
 Vancouver  Toronto  Kitchener 
 Edmonton  Mississauga  Halifax 
 Regina  Oakville 

Resources to Ensure Safe, Successful, Well-Designed Gardens 

Many other municipalities provide online resources and tools to ensure safe, successful and 
well-designed gardens. Thunder Bay could adopt their practices and develop locally relevant 
resources which include: 

 Safety tips such as call before you dig instructions; 
 Height restrictions for sightline considerations; 
 Set-backs requirements for snow removal safety; 
 Garden design templates and examples; 
 DIY plans/instructions for temporary structures (e.g. edible garden raised bed designs); 
 Plant profiles grouped by height/soil/light needs to ensure “right plant, right place”; 
 Plant profiles of native species found in our eco-region; 
 Locally designated noxious weeds list; 
 Pollinator profiles/awareness info (e.g. Toronto’s Pollinator Protection Strategy Booklet); 
 Tips for incorporating “cues to care” which signal a natural garden is purposeful and 

intentional; and 
 Pre-made signage: downloadable, printable, or for purchase from the City. 

For a brief discussion on the paths some of these other cities have taken and links to further 
reading, please see Appendix D: Municipal Models for Consideration. 

EMERGING OPPORTUNITIES FOR LOCAL STAKEHOLDERS 

The City of Thunder Bay can become a leader in promoting progressive private citizen greening. 
Revising sections of the Bylaw would enable development of boulevard green infrastructure and 
private naturalization to enhance natural assets. Bylaw revision would also open avenues for 
stakeholders to explore emerging opportunities such as: 

 Boulevard beautification or naturalization educational pilots or programming 
 Landscape design and construction industry business opportunities 
 Native species plant and seed product market for local nurseries to supply 

OPPORTUNITIES BEYOND THE BYLAW 

Sections of the current Bylaw impede a cultural transition to embracing naturalization on a larger 
scale. For example, public buy-in to enhance local ecosystem services on city-owned green 
infrastructure areas (i.e. non-functional green spaces, boulevards, medians, ditches, under-
utilized park areas, etc.) requires community awareness and support. Supporting and promoting 
naturalization on private property can help normalize this practice on public property. 
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In addition to the numerous benefits outlined in this letter, a move to naturalization can save the 
City money. 

Comprehensive studies have shown naturalized landscapes can benefit cities through “overall 
maintenance cost savings of 80 to 90 percent over a ten-year period.” (Evergreen, 2001, page 
25). That's a lot of savings in both money and human resources which can be put to better use 
elsewhere. If the City wants to reach NetZero Strategy 2050 goals, naturalization can be part of 
a fiscally responsible plan to get there. 

The City of Edmonton initially encountered vocal opposition to their naturalization program. As 
Evergreen’s Policy and Program Guidebook on Urban Naturalization demonstrates , a broader 
understanding of the value of this practice can transform public opinion from hesitant to 
supportive: 

“Our programs have been most successful. Over 650,000 woody plants have been 
planted through the naturalization program since 1994. Well over 90% of this number 
has been planted by volunteers and community groups. An increasing number of 
schools are creating outdoor classroom areas. When we first stopped mowing 
roadway areas and started to plant, the public was in vocal opposition. Now 
there are few complaints and great appreciation for these efforts.” 
(Evergreen, 2001, page 17) 

CONCLUSION 

Revising the Bylaw to provide a legal framework for naturalization and boulevard gardening 
provides multiple co-benefits for the City of Thunder Bay, and offers social, economic and 
environmental solutions which directly align with the City’s stated goals and objectives. Thunder 
Bay’s Official Plan recognizes the value of our city’s natural heritage, habitat, diversity, nature 
corridors, and water systems. It is founded on a principle of Environmental Sustainability and 
speaks to the management and protection of these elements for the benefit of future 
generations. 

I believe Thunder Bay can develop a Yard Maintenance Bylaw which is constitutional and 
enforceable. I hope to see citizens supported to express their values, beliefs and culture while 
addressing global biodiversity loss and climate change through gardening and land stewardship. 

I hope EarthCare can be involved in the process of revision. I would love to help the City create 
a progressive bylaw for the citizens of Thunder Bay. 
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Appendix A: Benefits of Urban Naturalization and Boulevard Gardens 

Benefits  of  Urban  Naturalization  and  Boulevard  Gardens  

Community  Presence  of  nature  draws  neighbourhoods  together,  fosters  a  strong  sense  of  community  identity  and  belonging.   

s
  Identity  

tif Crime  and  Inviting  green  spaces  provide  a  place  where  people  connect  and  create  strong  social  ties,  improving  perceptions  of  safety  and  lowering  

e
n Violence  crime  and  violence.  Boulevard  gardens  provide  visual  interest  along  public  streets  and  calm  traffic  flow.  

e
B Gardens  provide  passive  and  interactive  recreation  opportunities  to  all  income  levels.  They  are  a  source  of  wonder  for  children  and  

h
 Recreational  

tl adults  alike.  Just  as  at  the  Adelaide  Butterfly  Garden,  they  can  provide  environmental  education  and  awareness  opportunities  through  

a Opportunities  

e interaction  with  nature.  

H
/   Gardening  is  a  healthy  physical  activity,  lowers  risk  of  heart  disease,  improves  blood  pressure,  lowers  heart  rate  and  cholesterol  levels.  

l 
ai Physical  Health  There  are  added  health  benefits  from  growing  native  edible  and  medicinal  plants  in  a  natural  garden.  Simply  viewing  a  boulevard  

c
o garden  while  going  for  a  walk  can  have  positive  physiological  and  restorative  effects.  

S Effortless,  involuntary  attention  viewing  urban  nature  results  in  stress  relief  and  mental  health  benefits.  Nature  is  a  basic  human  need.  
Mental  Health  

A  lack  of  natural  space  actually  increases  stress  levels.  

Native  perennials  with  deep  root  systems,  can  absorb  stormwater  runoff  more  effectively  than  regular  turf  grass.  Surface  stormwater  

 Water  management  helps  prevent  localized  neighbourhood  and  downstream  flooding.  By  slowing,  reducing  and  filtering  runoff,  it  improves  the  

s
 

ti Management  quality  of  the  water  returning  to  streams,  rivers,  and  Lake  Superior.  The  city  recognizes  stormwater  management  benefits  of  native  

f
e plants  and  uses  them  in  rain  gardens  and  Low  Impact  Developments  (LIDs)  around  town.   

n
e

B Maintenance  Low  maintenance  costs  compared  to  conventional  landscapes.  Native  plants  thrive  in  our  climate,  require  less  water,  and  contin ue  to  

 
c

 
i Cost  grow  and  bloom  in  times  of  drought  when  lawns  are  brown  and  dormant.   

m Green  space  is  one  of  the  strongest  factors  predicting  residential  satisfaction.  Access  to  nature  improves  property  market  values.  In  o
n Property  Value  fact,  property  values  increase  the  closer  a  property  is  located  to  natural  landscapes  demonstrating  a  desire  for  green  infrastructure.  

o
c Developers  even  cite  as  an  asset,  and  charge  premiums  for,  natural  features  retained  during  development.  

E

Energy  Vegetation  acts  as  a  temperature  buffer  and  helps  mitigate  the  urban  heat  island  effect.   
Conservation  

Provide  food  sources  and  habitat  for  pollinators,  butterflies,  birds  and  species  at  risk.  When  residents  throughout  a  communit y  add  local  

 
s Biodiversity  native  wildflowers,  shrubs  and  trees  to  their  gardens,  they  can  establish  a  network  of  “pollinator  pathways”  and  create  corridors  to  

tif support  biodiversity,  like  the  local  Thunder  Bay  Butterflyway  Rangers  are  doing.  

e
n Remove  the  need  for  pesticides,  herbicides  and  fertilizers  and  reduce  the  over -use  and  prevalence  of  these  chemicals  in  the  

e Toxins  

B environment  (which  contaminate  water  supplies,  streams  and  rivers  via  run-off).   

l 
at Increases  carbon  sequestration, decreases  the  need  for  power  tool  use,  lowers  CO2  emissions  from  mowers,  trimmers,  aerators  and  

n Carbon  

e the  like.  Also  decreases  the  high  carbon  cost  of  lawn  inputs  such  as  the  production  of  fertilizer,  herbicides,  and  pesticides.   

m
n Air  Quality  Leafy  vegetation  filters  air  pollutants.  Plants  with  larger  leaf  surface  area,  rough  bark,  dense  twigs  and  hairy  leaves  work  best.  

ori Just  like  in  LID  beds,  turf  grass  alternatives  can  reduce  stormwater  runoff,  bio-filter  pollutants,  catch  debris,  and  microplastics,  and  

v Water  Quality  

n reduce  the  amount  of  polluted  water  flowing  into  storm  drains  or  back  to  our  local  lakes  and  streams.   

E

Ecological  Regular  exposure  to  nature  instills  awareness  of  the  interrelated  systems  which  sustain  us  and  encourages  environmental  stewardship  
Consciousness  and  transition  to  a  “sustainability  culture.”   
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Strategy  /  Solutions  Provided  by   
Aims,  Goal,  Actions,  Principles  

Plan  Boulevard  &  Natural  Gardens  
3.0,  Land  Use  Planning  3.0,  Land  Use  Planning  

  Research  issues  and  barriers  to  sustaining  and  expanding    Revision  of  bylaw  removes  barrier  to  expanding  community  

number  of  community  gardens  and  communal  green  spaces  boulevard  garden  and  naturalized  areas  

  Expand  definition  of  “natural  environment”  within  City  planning    Converting  non-functional  turf  areas  into  natural  habitat  enhances  
to  recognize  role  of  natural  systems  in  climate  adaptation   green  infrastructure  assets  and  the  ecosystem  services  they  provide,  

Climate  Adaptation  improves  resilience  to  climate  change  

  Develop  and  promote  Thunder  Bay  as  hub  for  innovative  4.0,  Climate  Adaptation  

climate  adaptation  activities    Boulevard/natural  gardens  =  climate  victory  gardens!  

  Support  innovative  projects  that  build  resilience  to  meet    Support  residents  to  innovate  on  private  property  and  boulevards  

adaptation  needs  of  community  (such  as  Low  Impact    Naturalization  builds  resilience,  is  a  powerful  and  effective  weapon  in  
Development  to  mitigate  flooding)  defense  against  climate  change  

5.0,  Food  5.0,  Food  

  Create  food  system  based  on  principle  that  food  is  a  human    Bylaw  updates  support  As-Of-Right  boulevard  and  natural  edible  
right   gardens,  reinforces  principle  that  food  is  a  human  right  

EarthCare    Increase  food  production  in  the  urban  landscape    Policy/guidelines  for  success  empower  and  support  citizens  to  
Sustainability    Support  participation  of  citizens  in  urban  agriculture  activities  engage  in  urban  agriculture  at  home,  increasing  food  production,  
Plan    Stronger  food  system  closer  to  home  reduces  ecological  enhancing  food  knowledge  and  security  

footprint  (cuts  energy  use,  protects  food-producing  space  and    Opening  restricted/underutilized  city-owned  land  for  edible  gardens,  
related  biodiversity  for  future  generations)  and  allowing  natural  gardens  that  contain  native  edible  and  medicinal  

  Build  a  more  just  and  sustainable  local  food  system  in  Thunder  plants  promotes  social  justice  and  increased  food  access  

Bay  that  promotes  social  justice  and  supports  local  production,  9.0,  Community  Greening  

storage,  processing,  sale  and  distribution  of  food    Non-functional  turf  lawn  is  low  quality  green  infrastructure  - lawn  
9.0,  Community  Greening  converted  to  habitat  enhances  green  infrastructure,  increases  

  Protect,  maintain  and  improve  the  biodiversity,  ecosystems  biological  carrying  capacity,  boosts  biodiversity  

and  the  well -being  of  the  green  infrastructure  of  Thunder  Bay    Many  lawns  combined  and  scaled  up  multiply  these  benefits  by  
10.0,  Water  creating  habitat  corridors  of  food,  water  and  shelter  to  connect  

  Ensure  water  resources  are  protected  and  enhanced  through  fragmented  populations  and  support  species  survival  

the  engagement  of  various  stakeholders  10.0,  Water  

  Lead  and  promote  stormwater  management,  green    Engage  private  land  owners  as  stakeholders  

infrastructure  and  water  conservation  projects    Promote  naturalization  and  boulevard  gardens  as  enhanced  green  
infrastructure  options  which  protect  streams,  lakes  and  rivers  

Reimagining the Yard Maintenance Bylaw: A Opportunity to Contribute Towards Sustainability Goals 

Appendix B: City Plan & Strategy Solutions Provided by Boulevard & Natural Gardens 
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Reimagining the Yard Maintenance Bylaw: A Opportunity to Contribute Towards Sustainability Goals 

Appendix B: City Plan & Strategy Solutions Provided by Boulevard & Natural Gardens 

Strategy  /  Solutions  Provided  by   
Aims,  Goal,  Actions,  Principles  

Plan  Boulevard  &  Natural  Gardens  
Ecosystem  Health  Ecosystem  Health  

  Promote  groundwater  recharge    Turf  grass  alternatives  with  larger  root  systems  infiltrate  more  water  

  Incorporate  green  design  elements,  create  and  enhance  to  recharge  groundwater  supply  

connections/green  corridors    Gardening  activities  along  transportation  corridors  connects  existing  
Water  Quality   fragmented  green  spaces  

  Improve  and  maintain  quality  of  the  streams,  rivers,  lakes  Water  Quality  

  Improve  infrastructure  capacity  by  retrofitting  existing  practices    Slowing,  reducing  and  filtering  runoff  improves  the  quality  of  the  

or  implementing  projects  on  public  lands  water  returning  to  streams,  rivers,  and  lakes  

  Address  localized  flooding  by  implementing  lot  level  control    Improve  boulevard  infiltration  capacity  

Regulations  and  Enforcement    Lot-level  stormwater  management  opportunity  

  Lessen  potential  barriers  to  implementation  of  LIDs,  Regulations  and  Enforcement  

encourage  and  incentivize  green  infrastructure,  examine    Revision  of  bylaw  removes  barriers  and  encourages  more  residents  
Water  

policies  and  regulations  that  can  aid  in  enhancing  the  natural  to  explore  naturalization,   increases  community  greening,  and  
Management  

environment  and  community  greening  beyond  current  policies  enhances  green  infrastructure  
Plan  

Education  and  Outreach  Education  and  Outreach  

  Residents,  businesses  and  institutions  have  a  good    Gardening  activity  can  increase  eco-consciousness  and  stewardship  
understanding  of  stormwater  management  and  are  committed  practices  
stewards  Climate  Change  

Climate  Change    Absorbs  more  stormwater  than  turfgrass  as  precipitation  events  
  Evaluate  potential  impacts  related  to  clmate  change,  build  become  more  extreme,  helps  prevent  localized  neighbourhood  and  

resiliency  into  stormwater  system  and  incorporate  adaptation  downstream  flooding,  reduces  toxins,  debris,  and  microplastics  
strategies  that  will  translate  into  long-term  cost  savings  to  the flowing  into  streams,  rivers,  lakes  

city  and  its  inhabitatnts    Supports  biodiversity  which  is  related  to  climate  change,  as  
  Implement  green  infrastructure  options  to  adapt  to  changing  increased  biodiversity  =  increased  resilience  of  an  ecosystem  

future  conditions    A  naturalized  city  has  improved  defenses  against  climate  change  

  Aims  to  reduce  GHG  emissions    Reduced  need  for  gas-powered  lawn  maintenance,  reduces  
Natural  Area  Near-Term  Tactic  residential  GHG  emissions  

Net  Zero    Explore  opportunities  for  enhanced  carbon  sequestration  on    Reduced  need  for  chemical  lawn  inputs  which  have  a  high-carbon  
Strategy  2050  city-owned  and  private  land  manufacturing  cost  reduces  residential  carbon  footprint  

 Natural  Area  Near-Term  Tactic  

  Turf  grass  alternatives  sequester  more  carbon  
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Reimagining the Yard Maintenance Bylaw: A Opportunity to Contribute Towards Sustainability Goals 

Appendix  B:  City  Plan  &  Strategy  Solutions  Provided  by  Boulevard  &  Natural  Gardens  

Strategy  /  Solutions  Provided  by   
Aims,  Goal,  Actions,  Principles  

Plan  Boulevard  &  Natural  Gardens  
  Aims  to  manage  and  protect  natural  heritage,  habitat,  diversity,    Provides  habitat,  supports  biodiversity,  helps  to  connect  fragmented  

nature  corridors,  and  water  systems  for  the  benefit  of  future  public  park  and  natural  areas,  reduces  polluted  stormwater  runoff   

generations  Environmental  Sustainability  
Environmental  Sustainability    Promotes  ecological  consciousness  and  environmental  stewardship  
  Maintain  healthy  ecological  relationship  between  human  Food  Systems  

activity  and  the  environmental  resources  upon  which  it    Increases  both  availability  of,  and  access  to,  affordable,  fresh,  local,  Official  Plan  
depends  and  sustainable  food   

Food  Systems    Opens  up  land  area  for  urban  agriculture,  highly  visible  boulevards  
  Increase  residents’  access  to  nutritious,  safe,  and  healthy  local  promote  gardening,  facilitate  neighbourly  sharing  of  knowledge,  

food  advice  and  plant  material  
  Increase  opportunities  for  residents  to  grow  and  raise  their  

own  food  

Lead  2  Lead  2  

  Seek  advice  and  work  collaboratively  with  Indigenous  partners    Inviting  perspectives  of  Indigenous  stewards  and  integrating  
to  deepen  relationships  and  further  reconciliation  Indigenous  knowledge  systems,  oral  histories,  laws,  protocols  and  

One  City,   
Lead  5  connections  to  the  land  in  upcoming  bylaw  review   

Growing  
  Further  our  commitments  to  sustainability  and  climate  Lead  5  

Together  
adaptation    Improves  sustainability  and  climate  adaptation  

Strategic  Plan  
Our  Priorities,  Environmental  Stewardship  Our  Priorities,  Environmental  Stewardship  

  Priority  guides  decision  making  and  provides  a  framework  for    This  request  to  council  aims  to  expand  city  support  for  citizen  roles  in  
requests  of  Council  Environmental  Stewardship   
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NATURAL  GARDEN  NATURAL  GARDEN   

MYTHS  FACTS  

  No  basis  to  the  claim  that  prairie  or flower meadow-style  natural  landscapes  are  fire  hazards  
Fire  Hazard    To  sustain  a  fire  potentially  damaging  to  a  home,  a  fire  must  burn  within  1  meter of  the  home  for 7.5  minutes  

  Low  fuel  load,  grass  can  sustain  high  heat  for only  20  seconds  - New  Berlin  vs.  Donald  Hagar  (1976)  

  Mosquitoes  require  standing  water to  breed  
Mosquito  Haven  

  Natural  gardens  absorb  water  faster than  lawn  and  are  less  likely  to  have  standing  water  

  Weed  laws  attempting  to  protect  allergy  sufferers  are  counter-productive:  
o  Natural  gardens  crowd  out  and  prevent  growth  of  wind-pollinated  plant  species  which  cause  allergies  

(pioneer ragweed,  many  non-native  turf  grass  mixes)  
Unhealthy  

  Natural  gardening  practices  avoid  use  of  harmful  chemicals  and  power tools  which  contribute  to  air pollution  
Allergenic  

  Reverse  is  true  for maintenance  of  traditional  lawns:  Pollen-producing  
o  Application  of  chemicals  to  maintain  turf  grass  poses  risk  to  humans,  pets,  wildlife  
o  High  run-off  rates  from  applied  chemicals  harms  ecosystems  in  surrounding  waterways  
o  Promotion  of  turf  grass  over natural  landscapes  harms  public  health  

  Hearsay  based  on  a  perceived  cultural  aesthetic,  rather than  upon  actual  market  value  

  Urban  access  to  nature  improves  market  value,  increasing  property  value  in  proximity  to  natural  landscapes  

Property  Value    Greenspace  is  one  of  the  strongest  factors  predicting  residential  satisfaction  
Decimator    Natural  front-yard  gardens  are  attractive  and  have  a  marketing  edge  

  Developers  cite  as  an  asset,  and  charge  premiums  for,  natural  landscapes  retained  during  development   
  Natural  landscapes  have  economic  advantages  (stormwater mitigation,  maintenance  cost/time  savings)  

Native  gardens  are  managed  landscapes  that  take  time  and  effort  to  prepare  and  weed  until  native  species  can  
establish.  Because  we’re  used  to  ornamental  plants  (e.g.  hostas),  straight  rows  and  defined  edges,  a  garden  

Neglected,  Easy  or with  native  plants  (e.g.  asters,  goldenrod) and  less  defined  structure  may  have  a  different  aesthetic,  but  actually  
Lazy  does  contain  intentional  patterns  and  features.  Visual  “cues  to  care” (e.g.  defined  edging,  signage,  pathways)  

can  help  neighbours  to  accept  natural  gardens,  but  this  burden  should  not  be  placed  on  natural  landscapers  
simply  to  appease  a  culture  of  conformity.  

Natural  landscapes  are  attractive. As one  learns  the  ecological  value  of  native  plants,  a  deeper beauty  beyond  
aesthetics  is  defined:  how  they  fit  within  the  natural  world.  For example,  Milkweed,  when  eaten  down  to  stalks  
by  Monarch  caterpillars,  may  appear ugly  to  some,  but  to  others  it  is  beautiful  because  of  the  function  that  it  

Ugly  
serves.  Natural  landscapes  fight  climate  change,  support  biodiversity,  feed  pollinators,  conserve  energy  and  
water,  clean  the  air,  prevent  erosion,  repair the  soil,  and  provide  access  to  nature.  Natural  landscapes  conform  
to  nature  and  are  mighty  beautiful.   

    
 

Reimagining the Yard Maintenance Bylaw: A Opportunity to Contribute Towards Sustainability Goals 

Appendix C: Naturalization Myths Debunked 
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Reimagining  the  Yard  Maintenance  Bylaw:   A  Opportunity  to  Contribute  Towards  Sustainability  Goals   

Appendix  C:  Naturalization  Myths Debunked  

 

The  issue  of  "long  grass"  is  one  of  the  main  concerns  I  heard  when  discussing  this  deputation.  The  reality  is  the  
City  Licensing  and  Enforcement  department  gets  many  calls  about  “long  grass”  every  year,  and  will  continue  to  
get  these  calls  even  if  the  Bylaw  is  updated.  The  main  difference  will  be  that  if  a  neighbour mistakenly  reports  a  
resident's  natural  garden  to  bylaw,  the  resident  who  is  trying  to  create  a  diverse  native  plant  habitat  to  support  

Long   Grass  pollinators,  butterflies  and  songbirds  won't  have  to  cut  down  their garden  just  because  their neighbour doesn't  
appreciate  its  value.  Natural  gardens  are  not  the  same  as  non-native  turf  lawns  left  to  grow  tall.  They  are  
intentionally  designed,  often  with  beneficial  native  plant  species,  and  like  every  garden  they  require  
maintenance  and  weeding  to  ensure  ecologically  harmful  species  don’t  sneak  in  as  volunteers  (e.g.  Himalayan  
Balsam,  Japanese  Knotweed,  Garlic  Mustard).  
Rats  require  a  steady  food  supply.  Natural  vegetation  does  not  provide  the  type  and  quantity  of  food  required  to  
sustain  a  population  of  rats.  Regulation  aimed  at  limiting  rats  should  not  target  vegetation,  but  should  look  at  
improperly  stored  or disposed  of  food,  organic  waste,  dog  feces,  etc.  Rats  can  be  found  everywhere,  but  they  

Rat  Haven  
often  harbour in  holes/cracks  in  roofs,  walls,  ceilings,  foundations,  man-made  structures  like  sewers,  vacant  or 
abandoned  buildings  and  structures,  garages,  and  garbage  dumps.  Human  presence  and  activity,  not  
vegetated  landscapes,  increase  rat  populations.  

Tick  populations  are  moving  further north  as  the  climate  grows  warmer,  increasing  the  potential  for Lyme  
Disease.  This  is  going  to  continue  with  or without  a  “naturalized  area” exemption  in  our bylaw,  and  in  fact  
naturalization  is  a  natural  solution  against  the  very  climate  change  that  is  contributing  to  tick  movement.  Just  as  
in  warmer areas,  tick  checks,  timely  care,  antibiotics,  and  education  will  be  needed  to  combat  the  risk  of  Lyme  
Disease,  especially  when  one  is  working  in  the  garden,  or entering  an  area  where  ticks  are  common.  Natural  

Tick  Haven  landscapes  can  be  designed  with  setbacks  or paths  for humans,  but  ticks  will  wait  for hosts  in  any  grass  over 
4in  or 10cm.  As  Douglas  Tallamy  explains,  life  is  not  risk  free,  it  is  a  trade-off.  Very  short  grass  is  not  ideal  
habitat  for ticks,  but  neither is  it  habitat  for anything  else.  Ticks  do  not  eat  natural  gardens;  they  require  warm-
blooded  hosts.  If  we  want  to  focus  on  tick  control  we  should  be  talking  about  host  control  and  deer populations.  
Likewise,  the  diversification  of  landscapes  to  attract  a  variety  of  wildlife  can  lower the  infectivity  rate  of  Lyme  
Disease.  Simplified  monoculture  landscapes  have  a  much  higher rate  of  Lyme  Disease  infection.  
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Reimagining the Yard Maintenance Bylaw: A Opportunity to Contribute Towards Sustainability Goals 

Appendix D: Municipal Models for Consideration 

BOULEVARD GARDENING INFORMATION 

Barrie, Ontario 

Boulevard Garden Policy 

https://www.barrie.ca/Living/Environment/Beautification/Pages/BoulevardGardenPolicy.aspx 
includes guidelines and free registration for Non-Standard Boulevard Treatments. Boulevard 
garden registration enables the City to provide two weeks of advanced notice to property 
owners in the event of regularly scheduled boulevard work, so homeowners have an opportunity 
to salvage plant material (no notice is given in the event of emergency work). 

Halifax, Nova Scotia 

Provides a link to a Boulevard Garden Council Report from May 2020 which outlines its 
boulevard garden guidelines (actual guidelines may still be under construction): 
www.halifax.ca/sites/default/files/documents/city-hall/regional-council/200512rc812.pdf 

Guelph, Ontario 

Has a City Lands Encroachment By-law for boulevard gardens: 

www.guelph.ca/wp-content/uploads/EncroachmentBylaw.pdf 

Offers sample boulevard garden designs and plant suggestions: 

https://guelph.ca/living/house-and-home/lawn-and-garden/sample-garden-designs/boulevard-
gardens 

Pollination Guelph program is doing some great work: 

www.pollinationguelph.ca/gardens 

 No approval process, residents refer to bylaw for detailed diagrams and measurements 
 0.8m height restriction 
 Edible boulevards encouraged, incl. safety tips 
 No hardscaping allowed 
 Plant lists provided for various garden soil types 
 Set-back from curb recommended but not defined 
 Street tree consideration 
 *No transfer of liability statements (that I could find) 

Greater Moncton Area (Moncton, Riverview, Dieppe), New Brunswick 

Residents are being asked to let their lawns grow for No Mo May, Dieppe Mayor is 
suspending bylaws temporarily, and towns are holding off on cutting city lawns to help early 

emerging pollinators in the spring. Perhaps our mayor could consider this? 
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-brunswick/no-mow-may-moncton-1.6007740 

Kitchener, Ontario 

‘Chapter 895 – Boulevard beautification & maintenance’ bylaw is supported by their city’s 
“resident led, city supported” official neighbourhood strategy: Love My Hood: Kitchener’s Guide 
to Great Neighbourhoods. www.lovemyhood.ca/en/index.aspx 
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Reimagining the Yard Maintenance Bylaw: A Opportunity to Contribute Towards Sustainability Goals 

Appendix D: Municipal Models for Consideration 

They proved a step-by-step guide for boulevard beautification projects, as well as a guide for 
starting community gardens located on city-owned land. There is an online portal to submit 
funding requests for Love My Hood Matching Grants. The city recognizes boulevard gardening 
aligns with their strategic priority of supporting residents to take the lead in planning, building 
and fostering safe and thriving neighbourhoods: 
Kitchener boulevard guide https://www.lovemyhood.ca/en/cool-ideas/boulevard-
beautification.aspx# 

Mississauga, Ontario 

Has an Encroachment Bylaw which supports boulevard gardening: 

www.mississauga.ca/services-and-programs/transportation-and-streets/roads-and-
sidewalks/apply-for-a-boulevard-garden-permit/ 

A permit must be obtained via an online application form: 

www.mississauga.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/06141750/boulevard-garden-permit-
application.pdf 

Volunteers in Mississauga created Blooming Boulevards Pilot Project to “promote a resilient, 
biodiverse ecosystem” with a network of sustainable boulevard gardens which creates “habitat 
for native species, opportunities for community engagement and supports Mississauga’s Living 
Green Master Plan.” : 
www.bloomingboulevards.org/about 

 Boulevard Garden permit required 
 Online application form and detailed garden design must be submitted to city 
 Permit fee of $50 is waived if garden supports pollinators 
 1m height restriction, no graduated height allowances within sight triangles 
 All temp structures and hardscaping restricted 
 Street tree consideration – no plants other than grass within 1m radius of tree 
 Transfer of Liability 

Oakville, Ontario 

Draft plant list to assist residents in choosing plant species for their boulevard gardens: 
https://www.oakville.ca/assets/general%20-%20residents/BoulevardPlantList.pdf 

Boulevard Gardening Permits Procedure: https://www.oakville.ca/townhall/ms-per-004-002.html 

“Street trees require special care. No plants, including lawn grasses, shall be grown 
within 0.5m (1.5ft) of a newly planted boulevard tree. After two years, shallow rooted 
annuals and perennials can be planted around the tree with the understanding that 
the health of the tree should not be compromised.” 

Regina, Saskatchewan 

Supports boulevard gardens 
Residents must complete the online Landscapes Agreement Form: 

www.regina.ca/home-property/tree-yard/yard-care/landscapes-agreement-form/ 

and agree to follow the Boulevard Landscape Guidelines: 
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http://www.mississauga.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/06141750/boulevard-garden-permit-application.pdf
http://www.mississauga.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/06141750/boulevard-garden-permit-application.pdf
http://www.bloomingboulevards.org/about
https://www.oakville.ca/assets/general%20-%20residents/BoulevardPlantList.pdf
https://www.oakville.ca/townhall/ms-per-004-002.html
http://www.regina.ca/home-property/tree-yard/yard-care/landscapes-agreement-form/
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www.regina.ca/export/sites/Regina.ca/home-property/tree-yard/.galleries/pdfs/Boulevard-
Landscape-Guidelines.pdf 

 1m height restriction, 75cm where height restriction is a safety concern 
 Temp structures allowed, raised garden beds restricted 
 30-60cm set-back from curb 
 Street tree consideration – 50cm clearance for every 10cm of tree trunk diameter 
 Snow-removal season requirements 
 Transfer of Liability 

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan 

Launched its Boulevard Gardening and Maintenance Guidelines in 2015. 
Residents in Saskatoon can garden in City-owned boulevards if they read the Guidelines here: 

www.saskatoon.ca/sites/default/files/documents/boulevard_garden_guidelines.pdf 
and complete the online Boulevard Garden Agreement form here: 

www.saskatoon.ca/services-residents/housing-property/city-owned-trees-boulevards/boulevard-
gardens 

 Online agreement form 
 Diagrams, designs, measurement guidelines 
 1m height restriction, 60cm where height restriction is a safety concern 
 Temp structures and removable raised beds allowed 
 Street tree consideration – 3m hand dig only to protect roots, 60cm mulch only 
 Snow-removal season requirements 
 Transfer of Liability 

St. Catharines, Ontario 

Allows boulevard gardening: 
www.stcatharines.ca/en/livein/Boulevard-Gardens.asp 

They have general guidelines: 

www.stcatharines.ca/en/livein/resources/Front-Yard-Garden-Toolkit.pdf 

and a Pollinator Garden Guide: 

www.stcatharines.ca/en/governin/resources/Pollinator-Garden-Guide.pdf 

Timmins, Ontario 

Has become a Bee City. 
https://beta.ctvnews.ca/local/northern-
ontario/2021/6/29/1_5490000.html?fbclid=IwAR3aY61bH0W5CXlmvyKYyx0JRxbjwmhrXYgKQy 
Z8odcDrdIglE2zWh8S2uQ 

Bee City’s are cities that have taken action to support pollinators. Many cities across Canada 
have become Bee Cities. https://beecitycanada.org/bee-cities/ 

Toronto, Ontario 

According to the City of Toronto: 
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www.stcatharines.ca/en/governin/resources/Pollinator-Garden-Guide.pdf
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“A natural garden is designed to have environmental benefits and may create a habitat for birds, 
butterflies and other wildlife. It is managed within a certain boundary and may both contain 
native and non-native plants. Unlike neglected properties, a natural garden will not contain 
overgrown plants or invasive weeds.” “Natural Garden Exemption.”Toronto, City of Toronto, 
1998-2021, www.toronto.ca/services-payments/permits-licences-bylaws/natural-garden-
exemption/. 

The Toronto Pollinator Protection Strategy is an example of how some cities are attempting 

to reconnect green spaces to support pollinators. Thunder Bay could benefit from developing its 
own Pollinator Protection Strategy 
https://www.toronto.ca/services-payments/water-environment/environmentally-friendly-city-
initiatives/reports-plans-policies-research/draft-pollinator-strategy/ 

Vegetable Gardens on City Boulevards and Information on Soft Landings 

https://www.toronto.ca/311/knowledgebase/kb/docs/articles/transportation-services/district-
transportation-services/right-of-way-management/bylaw-enforcement-soft-landscaping-on-city-
boulevards-vegetable-gardens.html 

Toronto’s Ravine Study 
https://torontoravinesdotorg.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/toronto-ravines-study-1977-to-2017-
with-component-studies.pdf 
https://www.toronto.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/9676-A1802734_pollinator-protection-
strategy-booklet.pdf 

Toronto is a Bee City 
https://beecitycanada.org/bee-cities/ 

Waterloo, Ontario 

Is a Bee City 
https://beecitycanada.org/city/waterloo/ 

Vancouver, British Columbia 

‘Boulevard Bylaw 4886, Part 5 – Landscaping on Boulevards’ encourages beautifying 
boulevards to boost neighbourhood character and build up green space. The city is supportive 
of boulevard gardens: 
https://vancouver.ca/home-property-development/beautifying-your-boulevard-and-street.aspx 

Provides further links to their Green Streets Program where volunteers can apply to be a 
volunteer or sponsor for gardens on traffic calming spaces: 
https://vancouver.ca/home-property-development/green-streets-program.aspx 

Gardening on Boulevards info: 

https://vancouver.ca/home-property-development/gardening-on-boulevards.aspx 

Boulevard Gardening Guidelines: 

https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/boulevard-gardening-guidelines.pdf 
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Safe Gardening on Streets: 

https://vancouver.ca/home-property-development/safe-gardening-on-streets.aspx 

Recommended Plant Lists with height considerations: https://vancouver.ca/home-property-
development/recommended-plant-list.aspx 

And volunteer Master Gardeners designed this boulevard garden plant list: 

www.cityfarmer.org/boulevardplants.html 
 Diagrams, designs, measurement guidelines 
 1m height restriction, 60cm where height restriction is a safety concern 
 Edible boulevards encouraged, incl. safety tips 
 Temp structures and raised garden beds allowed with set-back of 1m from curb 
 Plant list provided, with height considerations 
 30cm set-back from curb 
 Street tree consideration 
 *No artificial turf allowed 
 *No transfer of liability statements (that I could find) 

Victoria, British Columbia 

Supports boulevard gardening: 
https://www.victoria.ca/EN/main/residents/parks/boulevards-program/Boulevard-gardening.html 

They provide a Boulevard Garden Fact Sheet: 

https://www.victoria.ca/assets/Departments/Parks~Rec~Culture/Parks/Documents/Boulevard%2 
0Gardening_e.pdf 

And Boulevard Gardening Guidelines 

https://www.victoria.ca/assets/Departments/Parks~Rec~Culture/Parks/Documents/Boulevard%2 
0Gardening%20Guidelines_e.pdf 

 Do not require city approval, but guidelines must be followed 
 1m height restriction, 60cm where height restriction is a safety concern 
 Edible boulevards encouraged, incl. safety tips 
 Temp structures and raised garden beds allowed with set-back of 1m from curb 
 60cm set-back from curb 
 Street tree consideration, “guild” soft-landing plants encouraged 
 Transfer of liability 
 Habitat Acquisition Trust, BC provides info about gardening with native plants: 

https://www.hat.bc.ca/attachments/HAT_Garden_Brochure_web.pdf 

NATURALIZATION INFO 

Chatham-Kent, Ontario 

Excellent model definition for “Naturalized Area” 
https://www.chatham-kent.ca/localgovernment/Documents/99-2021.pdf 
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Collingwood, Ontario 

Has a Natural Garden exemption in its bylaw. 
https://www.collingwood.ca/sites/default/files/docs/town-services/bylaws/218-16_bl2016-
040_propertystandards.pdf 

Edmonton, Alberta 

Find out how the City is transforming land into a more natural landscape for a healthier and 
climate resilient city and explore FAQs about naturalization near you. 

https://www.edmonton.ca/residential_neighbourhoods/gardens_lawns_trees/natural-private-
property 

https://www.edmonton.ca/city_government/environmental_stewardship/faq-naturalization 

Edmonton's Naturalization Strategies for City-owned areas: 

https://www.edmonton.ca/city_government/environmental_stewardship/naturalization 

Fredericton, New Brunswick 

The City of Fredericton’s bylaw stands out as the most progressive in Canada because it 
does not regulate lawn height or aesthetics at all. The bylaw encourages individual 
choice with respect to aesthetics and supports biodiversity. It does not disincentivize 
naturalization and regulates yard maintenance in accordance with health and safety risks 
alone. In this regard it stands out as the only bylaw in Canada that does not violate 
Charter Rights and Freedoms. 

https://www.fredericton.ca/sites/default/files/pdf/Bylaws-RegLicense-R2ScheduleA.pdf 

City of Fredericton, NB By-law No. 2, Schedule “A” 
Regulation 84-86 under Municipalities Act (O.C. 84-346) 

A yard shall 
1. Be properly graded to ensure rapid drainage of storm water therefrom to prevent 

ponding therein or the entrance of water into a basement or cellar; 
2. Be kept reasonably clean and free from rubbish or other debris and from objects, 

holes, excavations or other conditions that might create a health, fire or accident 
hazard; and 

3. Be maintained free of rag weed, poison ivy, poison sumac and other noxious plants. 

Guelph, Ontario 

Guelph supports naturalization with the resource How to Replace Grass with a Garden: 

www.guelph.ca/living/house-and-home/lawn-and-garden/preparing-new-garden 

Offers native plant lists for various habitats (woodland, prarie, wetland) 
www.guelph.ca/living/house-and-home/lawn-and-garden/sample-garden-designs/naturalized-
gardens 
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https://forms.guelph.ca/Water-Services/Healthy-Landscapes-visit-request 

Their Healthy Landscapes program connects residents with a City Landscape Advisor to 

provide “site-specific suggestions and supporting materials regarding landscape design, 
maintenance, natural and drought-tolerant planting alternatives, and natural pest control 
alternatives” free of charge through an on-line sign up form: 
www.guelph.ca/living/house-and-home/lawn-and-garden/healthy-landscape-visits 

London, Ontario 

Excellent model definition for “Naturalized Area”, London Yard and Lot Maintenance By-law -

PW-9. https://london.ca/by-laws/yard-lot-maintenance-law-pw-9 

Ottawa, Ontario 

Ottawa’s bylaw supports naturalization with the following guidelines. 
https://ottawa.ca/en/property-maintenance-law-no-2005-208 An excerpt below: 

 The garden/yard is managed to include native species 
 It is also managed to discourage the presence of exotic invasive species, particularly 

monocultures 
 It is managed to prevent encroachment on adjacent properties 

Sarnia, Ontario 

Has a “Naturalized Area” and “Wildflower Meadow” definition and exemption in their bylaw. 

https://sarnia.civicweb.net/document/5886 

Victoria, British Columbia 

Discuses amendments to guidelines to mandate use of native plant species in landscape plans 
https://pub-victoria.escribemeetings.com/filestream.ashx?DocumentId=39637 

Windsor, Ontario 

Has a naturalized area exemption in its bylaw. 

https://www.citywindsor.ca/cityhall/By-laws-Online/Documents/3-2006-
YARD%20WASTE%20and%20LITTERING%20-%20updated%20Jan.%2018-21.pdf 
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• ecosuper1or 
WlkJi'ng o 11e¢11hy {uW!e 
for people ood the planet 

August 12. 2021 

Re: Letter of Support for Boulevard Gardens 

56.? Red Rive( Road Thundef Bay, ONP7B tHJ 
8o7,62.4.2uo 

www.ecosuperior.org 

Some months aQo. our orQanization was contacted by an enthusiastic. carinQ c itizen of Thunder Bay who 
is exploring the possibrnty of amending munic ipal bylaws to allow for boulevard gardening in urban 
spaces. 

At a time when urban Qroundwater levels are at record lows and wildfires continue to burn. we feel that 
the development of green infrastructure- which includes boulevard gardening- is not only valuable and 
necessary, but also time sensitive. As we are all aware. the City of Thunder Bay officially declared a 
climate emergency in January 2020. 

However biQ or small. initiatives like boulevard Qardens play a role to increase and strenQthen Qreen 
stormwater infrastructure in our urban watersheds. They also support several existing plans and 
strategies. including the City of Thunder Bay·s Net -Zero Strategy and its current Stormwater Management 
Plan. Benefits of boulevard gardens include: 

• stormwater retention and infiltration: 
• g roundwater recharge: 
• reduction in Qas mowinQ. thus reducinQ air/noise pollution and the local carbon footprint: 
• food for wildlife including insects and birds: 
• beautification along streetscapes and urban greenspaces. 

Our orQanization·s staff have seen numerous examples of boulevard Qardens throuQhout our c ity. They 
are thoughtfully designed. well-manicured and proud extensions of front yards that express creativity and 
support for beauty and biodiversity in local neighbourhoods. These gardens also provide citizens with the 
opportunity to learn about and participate in direct action that supports the above-mentioned benefits. 

We commend the time and efforts put forth by Ms. Moore and wish her the best of success in workinQ 
with City Council and administration to achieve this goal 

Sincerely, 

Sue Hamel 
Executive Director. EcoSuperior Environmental Programs 
(807) 624-2145 
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Attention: City of Thunder Bay Municipal Council 
RE: Deputation by Kyla M oore re: 

Sept ember 10, 202 1 

Dear Council, 

• •••••• 
562 Red River Road, Thunder Bay. Ontar io P78 1H3 

Phone· (Son 624-2140 Fax: (8 07) 622-00 05 

!bfoodstrategy.ca 

I am writing on behalf of the Thunder Bay and Area Food St rategy in support of the 
recommendations in Kyla Moore's deputation to Council on September 20th to amend the Yard 

M aintenance Bylaw. 

The Thunder Bay and Area Food Strategy (TBAFS) p rovides a coordinated approa ch to achieving 
food security th ro ugh the im plementation of pertinent research, planning, policy, and program 
development. Our mission is to create a healthy, equitable, and sustain able food system that 
cont ributes to the economic, ecological, and social well -being and healt h of the Thunder Bay area 
and local First Nat ion communities. The TBAFS is direct ed by a Food St rategy Council of over 60 
members represent ing fa rmers, food security organizations, academics, business owners, and 
others. 

The Thunder Bay Food Charter (2008) and St rat egic Action Plan (2014) i denti fy urban agriculture 

as a key player in supporting our local food system. As such, the Food Strategy supports Ms. 
Moore' s efforts to amend the Yard Maintenance Bylaw to allow for boulevard gardening and 

naturalization. Thank you for considering the prop osed benefi ts to amending these by-laws: 

Boulevard Gardening 
• Supports th e City of Thunder Bay's Official Plan's guiding princip'les of 'environmental 

sustainabili ty' and 'food systems' (2019) 

• Supports th e TBAFS St rat egic Action Plan's goals to: "Support urban agricultu re th rough 
improved acces s to suitable land, wat er and ot her resources." (2014, p.37) 

• Increa ses both the ava ilability of, and access to, affordable, fresh, local, and sust ainable 
food optio ns which foster pos it ive physica l and mental health outcomes. Edible gardens 
can be diverse, containing fa miliar and commonly grown fruits and vegetables, or in a 
nat ural sty le garden you can find edible and medicinal nat ive plants. 

• Contribut es to a sustainable city - not only does it shorten t he di'stance that food t ravels, 
but it can be leveraged for waste-water management, soil remediation, and to improve 
biodiversit y and pollinator habitat s. 
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Thunder Bay + Area 

F=:}od 
~1~l:J9 

Naturalization 

• •••••• 
562 Red River Road, Thunder Bay, Ontario P781H3 

Phone· (807) 624-2140 Fax: (807} 622-0005 
tbfoodstrategy.ca 

• Supports the City of Thunder Bay's Official Plan's guiding principle of environmental 
sustainabil ity (2019) 

• Enhances Biodiversi'ty: provides food sources and habitat fo r local pol l inators and birds, 

provide food for mig rating bi rds and butte rfl ies (e.g Mona rchs), interconnected poll inator 
corridors support fragmented populations and improve survival of species at risk in 

Ontario (e.g. yel low banded bu mble bee). 

• Supports Biodiversity: provides shade, protects and supports soi l microorganisms whi le 

preventing soi l eros ion, and res tores the ecological integrity of an area. 

• Ra ises Ecologica l Consciousness: regular exposure to nature ra ises awareness of the 
interrelated systems which sustain us, raise awareness of the need to support poll inators 
and urban wi ldlife d uring a t ime when global biodivers ity loss is approaching critical levels, 

this encourages environmental stewardship. 

Tha nk you for your efforts i n considering t hese proposed amendments . We bel ieve t hat 
boulevard gardens and increased naturalizat ion is a step towards a more sustainable and cl imate 

res i lient city. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Kerk, MSW 
Coord i na tor 
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~, LAKEHEAD REGION 
~ CONSERVA TI ON AUTHORI T Y 

September 14, 2021 

Bylaw Review Committee 
Thunder Bay City Council 

Dear Thunder Bay City Council Bylaw Review Committee, 

130 Comcrvation Ao;1d, PO B()x 10~27 

Thuf't(lfil·f 6.ly. ON Pi'6 6f8 

PIIOnt: {807) 344 ·S8 S7 i Fax: (8071 l 4Vi l S6 

Lakehead Region Conservation Authority (LRCA) is pleased to provide a letter of support 
endorsing Kyla Moore's requ est for the review of Thunder Bay's Yard Maintenance Bylaw. 

As a community-based environmental agency, LRCA prioritizes the health of the La kehead 
Watershed to ens.ure a healthy, safe, and sustainable watershed for future generations. 
Naturalization projects are aligned with LRCA's objective to provide opportunities for the publ ic 
to learn from, enjoy, and respect our natural environment. Revisions to the existing Yard 
Maintenance Bylaw offers opportunity to increase awareness about the importance of backyard 
stewardship while creating pollinator habitat, contributing to increased food security, 
encouraging stormwater infiltration, and beautifying our community. 

Best stewardship practices are something that each and every community member can utilize 
in doing their part to create a healthy, sustainable Thunder Bay. Revisions proposed by Ms. 

Moore to the Yard Maintenance Byiaw would allow Thunder Bay residents to play an active role 
in progressing towards targets outlined in the City's new Net-Zero Strategy. Allowing Thunder 
Bay residents to enhance biodiversity along Thunder Bay's boulevards would foster dialogue 
around concepts like 'de-paving', habitat restoration, and wildlife corridor projects that our 
organization and many others are already encouraging. 

We hope you'll consider Ms. Moore's p,roposal and extend our thanks for your efforts in 
reviewing this deputation. Boulevard naturalization is a positive step towards fostering 
community resilience and adaptation to climate change, and we hope to see this opportunity 
for homeowners in the future. 

Yours truly, /I I~ 

~ 1a~1 l,,{)0/L_; 
~mmyCd6k 

Chief Administrative Officer 
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ept 15, 2021 
r~; , to harvest 

Dear Thunder Bay City Council, 

We are writing in support of Kyla Moore's deputation to City Council in favor of lawn naturalization and 
boulevard gardens. 

As you know, Roots to Harvest has t ransformed public spaces into productive and vibrant places that the 
entire city can enjoy throughout the growing season. This includes large crops of sunflowers, fruit trees, 
cover crops such as clover, buckwheat, rye and peas to build soil, apiaries and even a small rabbitry at 
the Volunteer Pool location. We're very proud to live in a city that has fully supported our efforts to 
bring large scale fruit and vegetable growing as well as small animal husbandry, directly into urban 
settings and we know that this leadership and support from both City Council and the many city 
departments we interact wit h positively, is still rare even in canada where urban farms continue to face 
barriers at municipal levels. 

We t ruly believe that Thunder Bay is ready to accept the concept of lawn naturalization and boulevard 
gardening as they see more and more positive examples of this happening in their own neighbourhoods 
and in the cit ies around us as well. We know there is always a learning curve for accepting new ways of 
approaching how we live and work together and t hat it might take some getting used to for residents to 
see t he beauty and understand the benefits of increasing the plant biodiversity at our own houses. 
Please rest assured that there are a lot of individuals, neighbourhoods, groups and organizations that 
will get behind this to help educate and share resources so that the beauty and benefits can be realized 
for everyone. 

Each spring, Roots to Harvest, along with our partners at Ecosuperior, share messages through social 
media to ask people to leave early flowering plants such as dandelions, to encourage our natural 
pollinator population. We have had more and more positive response to t his request, with many yards 
going above and beyond to sow annual and perennial seeds all over their front yards to encourage 
pollinator biodiversity. They send us photos and updates of the different species they encounter in t heir 
own front yards and they are proud of t he difference they are making to our natural environment. In a 
time where it's hard to know how to make a difference, having something tangible like yard 
naturalization, is a huge win for individuals. 

In support of this deputation, Roots to Harvest would like to share our commitment to help educate 
through formal workshops and informal social media opportunit ies, how residents can beautify and care 
for their yards with naturalized lawns and boulevard gardens. In addition, we will reignite our campaign 
that gave homeowners signs they could put on their front lawns to share why they are naturalizing their 
lawns so that it communicates to t heir neighbourhood the intention behind t heir landscaping choices. 

We look forward to t he discussions going forward, 

Sincerely, 

~;tfe... 
Erin Beagle 
Executive Director 
Roots to Harvest 

www.rootstoharvest .org info@rootstoharvest.org 807-285-0189 
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September 8, 2021 

To Thunder Bay City Council 

I am writ ing to you in support of Ky la M oore subm ission r egarding Thunder Bay's Yard 
Mai ntenance Bylaw. 

I am t he aut hor of numerous books on gardening wit h native plants, inch.cling 100 Easy-to

Grow Native Plants for Canadian Gardens (now in its third edition); The New Ontario 
Naturalized Garden; Grow Wild!; A Flower Patch for the Rusty-Patched Bumblebee (co-authored 
w it h conservat ion bi ologist Sheila Colla); among other books. 

I am also t he canadian editor of What Plant Where Encyclopedia; Garden Plants and Flowers: A

Z Guide to the Best Pkmts for your Garden; canadian Gardener's Guide; a nd The Natural 
Treasures of Carolinian Canada. 

As t he recently published (January 2021) Proceedi ngs of the Nat ural Academy of Sciences 
journal concludes, creat ing nat uralized gardens is one of t he most im portant and significant 
actions t hat individuals can t ake to address t he decline of pollinators 
(https://www.pnas.org/content/118/2/e2002547117). 

In my work of pr omoting habitat gardens for the many, many ecological benefits they provide, 
it is clear t o me that vague grass and weeds bylaws ar e significant barr iers to habit at gardening. 

Quit e sim pty, people who want t o take posit ive environmental actions in the landscapes they 
steward are worried :hat doing so will l ead to visits from bylaw officers and the possibility of 
bylaw infraction not ices. 

Given the climate emergency and the biodiversity cr isis, it is im perative t hat municipalit ies 
support rather than discourage peo ple's efforts t o creat e habitat . 

I urge you to t ake positive action t o support habitat gardens by revising Thunder Bay's Yard 
Mai ntenance Bylaw and removing the bylai.v's vague, aesthetically·based provisions (which t he 
courts have already ruled as bei ng arbitrary and unenforceable). 

With many t hanks for y our consideration, 
Lorraine Johnson 
Ljohnson0511l6@gmail.com 
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Reimagining the Yard Maintenance Bylaw: A Opportunity to Contribute Towards Sustainability Goals 

Appendix E: Letters of Support & Community Input – Dr. Elaine Wiersma, PhD, Dr. Harvey 

Lemelin, PhD, and Gabriel Lemelin-Wiersma 

August 22, 2021 

Dear Thunder Bay City Councillors, 

We are writing this letter in enthusiastic support of Kyla Moore’s deputation regarding changes to the 

City of Thunder Bay’s by-laws 68-2008. As a family who has been practicing native species gardening and 

backyard naturalizing for well over a decade now, we feel strongly about the changes needed to 

Thunder Bay’s bylaws to accommodate those citizens who wish to create habitat within their urban 
properties for ecosystems to flourish. We are a certified backyard habitat by the Canadian Wildlife 

Federation (who also featured our gardens on their website), a designated monarch waystation, and a 

pollinator habitat by the Xerces Society. 

Native species gardening and backyard naturalizing have encompassed the following activities for us: 

 Replacing lawn with plants and grasses that are native to this area of Ontario; 

 Not using pesticides; 

 Not using chemical fertilizers; 

 Planting milkweed for monarch butterflies; 

 Planting pearly everlasting, and other host plants for other butterflies; 

 Planting other native plant species for pollinators; 

 Getting rid of invasive plant species and replanting with native plant species; 

 Planting native grasses; 

 Using heirloom seeds for our vegetable garden; 

 Keeping wood and other branches in an area of our yard to allow for insects to overwinter and 

for native bees to nest; 

 Composting; 

 Planting trees; and 

 Using rain barrels. 

In the years that we have been rehabilitating our property to become more natural, we have seen very 

significant ecosystem changes, including the following: 

 Numerous species of bumblebees and other pollinators in our gardens; including regular 

sightings of yellow banded bumblebees which are on the Species at Risk in Ontario list 

 The return of ladybugs to our property; 

 A variety of different birds which frequent our backyard and neighbourhood including common 

birds (chickadees, nuthatches, brown creepers, house-chipping-tree sparrows, crows, 

goldfinches, grackles, downy-hairy-and pileated woodpeckers, blue jays, slate coloured juncos, 

robins), uncommon birds (hummingbirds, Bohemian waxwings, fox sparrows, Brewer’s 
blackbirds, various types of warblers, merlin, northern goshawk), among many more that are 

not listed here; 

 A variety of insects which make their home in our yard; 

 Gardens that thrive without any need for watering during a drought like this year. 
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Appendix E: Letters of Support & Community Input – Dr. Elaine Wiersma, PhD, Dr. Harvey 

Lemelin, PhD, and Gabriel Lemelin-Wiersma 

Our yard is an overflowing source of joy, beauty, and learning for us. Our son grew up surrounded by 

native species of flowers and grasses, endlessly exploring the “bugs” that were found in these areas. He 
learned what beans, peas, tomatoes, potatoes, and other vegetables looked like and how to grow our 

own food. He learned about the life cycle of butterflies and moths as well as other insects. He learned 

about the traditional uses of milkweed and other flora by Indigenous Peoples and early Europeans. 

More importantly, he grew up to love nature, the outdoors, and to have a desire to protect the earth. 

From growing milkweed when it was considered a “noxious plant” in this province, to complaints about 

our yard “being too wild”, the naturalizing our yard for well over a decade has not been without its 
challenges. In the summer of 2020, we had a visit from a by-law officer because a complaint was 

received about the state of our yard, including a “pile of branches” in our backyard and, according to 

this officer, “grass that was never cut”. In fact, “this pile of branches” served as an important habitat for 

the various pollinators that make our yard their home and any grasses that are not cut are native 

grasses. We did note this and gave the by-law officer information on the importance of creating spaces 

for insects to nest such as branches. Despite this, however, we were still ordered to remove the 

branches because it was considered “debris”. 

In the 15 years that we have lived in and owned this house, we have watched as neighbours have aged 

and moved out and new neighbours moved in, cutting down trees, removing gardens, destroying 

ecosystems, and paving and building garages. During this time, 3 neighbours alone have cut down well 

over 40-50 trees. One of our reasons for naturalizing our yard is to create an oasis in this suburban 

monoculture for the birds, insects, and other animals to call home, to capture and filter rainwater, and 

to combat the destruction of the environment that we see around us. 

We intend to continue naturalizing our yard and will continue removing our lawn to plant native grasses 

(big bluestem, little bluestem, switch grass, prairie dropseed, sweet grass, Indian grass, nodding fescue, 

prairie brome, among others) and native flowers. We would like the bylaws amended so we can 

continue this work knowing that the City of Thunder Bay understands the value of urban ecosystems, 

and supports its citizens to create oases for nature. This should not solely be the responsibility of parks 

or city land but should be the responsibility of every citizen who choses to act local. In fact, Douglas 

Tallamy, a noted entomologist and environmentalist, says that the only way to recover the loss of 

wildlife (most notably insects upon which all other life depends) is to not depend solely on parks and 

protected areas, but also on citizens to create habitats in urban and suburban areas. 

The City of Thunder Bay has the opportunity to be progressive and make significant changes to its 

bylaws, changing its standard of yard maintenance, and following in the footsteps of other cities and 

municipalities who have already made these changes. As Kyla has outlined in her letter, the bylaws are 

outdated, colonial, and unconstitutional. That there are no complaints when people cut down masses of 

trees on their property, pave and build garages, yet there are complaints which are enforced by the City 

of Thunder Bay about a naturalized yard speaks to the abysmal situation that we find ourselves in—a by-

law system that supports the destruction of the environment, and obstacles for those of us to wish to 

steward and support diverse ecosystems in our yards. 
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Appendix E: Letters of Support & Community Input – Dr. Elaine Wiersma, PhD, Dr. Harvey 

Lemelin, PhD, and Gabriel Lemelin-Wiersma 

In the era of climate change, ecosystem destruction, and environmental concern, isn’t it time for the 

City of Thunder Bay to encourage each citizen to do their part to preserve this earth for the next 

generations? Shouldn’t Thunder Bay be more concerned about drought, flooding, extreme weather 

patterns, invasives, and other environmental concerns, rather than policing its citizens to have 8 inch 

non-native grass lawn and a manicured suburban yard? Shouldn’t by-laws protect citizens such as 

ourselves who are doing our part to sustain the environment on which we all depend? To us, the choice 

is clear—these antiquated bylaws need to change. Rather, we need bylaws that will encourage citizens 

to create healthy natural ecosystems where all life can flourish, and where we can be part of the 

solution of environmental issues and concerns, not contributors to the problems. We would invite 

anyone who would like to tour our naturalized yard and see for themselves the kinds of changes that a 

naturalized yard can bring. 

Thank you for doing the right thing and for supporting ecosystem diversity. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Elaine Wiersma, PhD, Dr. Harvey Lemelin, PhD, and Gabriel Lemelin-Wiersma 
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Reimagining the Yard Maintenance Bylaw: A Opportunity to Contribute Towards Sustainability Goals 

Appendix E: Letters of Support & Community Input – Cindy Long 

Dear Mayor and City Council, 

As someone who lives across the street from a neighbour who has chosen a bio-diverse lawn 

which is never mowed, I very much support the introduction of a set of guidelines for naturalized 

lawns and boulevards in the City of Thunder Bay. With over 170 residents already choosing to 

garden deliberately in these spaces, clearly a new aesthetic is developing. The monoculture 

grass lawn, mowed to within centimetres and poisoned with herbicides safely could be 

considered a momentary fad in suburban living when viewed against the backdrop of all our 

human history and projected against a greener, more Earth-friendly future. 

I remember stories my grandparents told of the immigrants who came to an area of Toronto 

from Ireland, mainly, in the early 1900’s. They were overjoyed to find that their (usually rented) 

urban dwellings came with a small plot of Earth out front. They dug up any grass, and 

immediately set to farming cabbages in the space, earning the neighborhood the nickname that 

lasts to this day – Cabbagetown. 

Those people knew what matters in life. Food makes more sense than grass. 

If people don’t want to grow their own vegetables, but instead prefer native wildflowers, or plants 

that have edible/medicinal properties, or attract pollinators, the City should at best encourage, 

and at the very least not prohibit the planting or cultivating of something other than grass. A bio-

diverse lawn, left to grow to its natural height might not look very inviting to golfer, but it would 

contribute to species diversity, cleaner soil, a safer water table, and a reduction in mowing, 

which, since most people use gas-powered mowers, contributes to urban noise and air 

pollution. 

It always astonished me that it was okay to pave over one’s front lawn creating more 
impermeable surface, resulting in more run-off and contributing to urban flood risk, whereas it 

wasn’t okay to grow thistles, clover, and chamomile, a practice which promotes healthy soil, 

good drainage, and provides us with healthy soups, salads, and teas. 

An initiative of this nature would further the City’s commitment to environmental leadership as 
outlined in the City’s Strategic Plan. Please add my support to this deputation. 

Cindy Long 

Thunder Bay 
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Appendix E: Letters of Support & Community Input – Patricia Pooley-Boyer 

Dear Mayor and City Council, 

As a citizen of Thunder Bay I am in full support of a revision to the Yard Maintenance ByLaw 
which supports gardening on city-owned boulevards and one that includes a "naturalized area" 
exemption for residents who wish to engage in ecological restoration around their homes, and 
that also helps Thunder Bay achieve sustainability goals. 

The City of Thunder Bay is filled with beautiful GreenSpace, forests and Gardens created by its 
citizens and enjoyed by all who visit the garden others create. The nature that surrounds us is a 
classroom of its own, a delightful treasure and natural wonder. I feel so grateful to have the 
privilege to live here , and to witness people of all ages and walks of life 

There is an unspoken etiquette and inner-standing 
between those who garden and those who honor and 
respect the land. May we pass this on to future 
generations of stewards of the land. 

I am grateful to live in this beautiful city, but I am also 
greatly concerned for our planet, our countries, our 
cities, our waterways, the winged ones, all of nature and 
Humanity. 

Our beautiful, enchanted and hallowed Mother Earth is 
in great need of our help as stewards of the land in 
helping her flourish and remain the paradise that she is. 
She is beckoning us with her pulsating heart and 
haunting songs to help her restore her majesty. We are 
part of the Earth and the Earth is a part of us. We need 
to continue to adopt new strategies as we continue to 
see the devastation within the echo system. 

This quote by David Attenbourough speaks volumes on 
the importance of biodiversity. 

"To restore stability to our planet we must restore 
its biodiversity, which means re-wild the wild." 

True sustainability requires us all to change our way of 
thinking on how we take from the Earth and how we 
give back. Planting a wild flower garden or 
reestablishing plants common to our region, on our 
boulevards and in our gardens is an important measure to help bring back balance to the whole 
ecosystem and bring beauty to our neighborhoods. 

I was in awe this year of the ever changing wild flowers of the garden boulevard , the bees, 
birds and butterflies it attracted , all came alive bringing joy and comfort of those who walked by 
and received its pleasures. All its glory revealed in the bright light of the shining sun. It has been 
a soul nurturing experience to hear the buzzing of the bees, to watch the, butterflies pirouette in 
the air their wings a whir like ripples of silk. A meditative bliss watching it flourish in all its hues 
of color while drifting in warm breezes. The sun and moon shining over it took my breath away. 
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Appendix E: Letters of Support & Community Input – Patricia Pooley-Boyer 

It was inspired too see in a season of drought how well it thrived with little maintenance along 
with how green the grass around it stayed, while witnessing the other boulevards turn to brown. 
It was a win win situation. 

Lets continue to keep Her legacy , to be the 
change to help restore Mother Earths wonder and 
energy that is alive within our city and the whole 
echo system, and to enhance what has already 
been divinely designed. 

Deepest Gratitude to Kyla Moore for her 
dedication to this project, for all her time in putting 
this proposal together, and for her respect and 
love of nature and our city. 

Thank you to city council for your time and 
consideration on the importance of changing this 
ByLaw for our cities future. 

Thank you to all who have supported Kyla on this 
journey and for their own contributions in bringing 
about ecological restoration. 

Thank you for taking the time to read this. Let 
nature be in our yards and on the boulevard. 

In gratitude and service to the Earth 

Patricia Pooley- Boyer 
Thunder Bay 
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Appendix E: Letters of Support & Community Input – Judy Zurich 

July 7, 2021 

Your Worship, Mayor Bill Mauro 
All Councillors, City of Thunder Bay 

Recently, I received a visit from a by-law enforcement officer due to the fact that someone had 
complained about the planting my daughter and I were doing on the boulevard in front of our 
home. Because the original grass had become a mix of weeds and thistles, we were digging up 
the weeds and replacing them with perennials and herbs. Many favourable comments were 
received from people who walk the neighbourhood. Our activity opened up discussions with 
strangers and a few plant exchanges. 

During our discussions with the enforcement officer, we were told that the plants needed to be 
removed and the grass must be replaced. We expressed some dismay with the news and 
contacted our ward councilor to discuss the matter, then waited until we received a decision 
from the city. A few weeks later, the enforcement officer returned and told us we could leave 
things as they were but not to complete the work. We wish to express our appreciation for the 
consideration shown by this city department but we would like to finish our project. 

Because the enforcement office is complaint driven, we took the time to venture out and make 
note of some addresses in the city where other citizens have made similar improvements and to 
date we have discovered 170 homes and businesses. The only difference in this situation is that 
nobody has complained about their boulevard projects. 

Many of the homeowners in Thunder Bay's most beautiful and established residential areas 
such as Mariday Park have extended their landscaping onto what is city property. This appears 
to be in violation of the existing regulations. 

From my observations, people make these improvements for aesthetic, practical and 
environmental reasons. In one instance, a huge tree had been removed and the home owner 
appears to be in the midst of building a wooden raised flower bed around the remains of a two-
foot diameter tree trunk which is a bit of an eyesore. Several homeowners have assorted wild 
flowers and weeds such as yarrow or daisies, which they allow to exist undisturbed. In many 
cases, vegetable gardens have become more a common sight on boulevard property. A 
business location on Walsh Street has exceptional tomato plants growing on hand-built wooden 
trellises on both boulevards of its corner lot. Many homeowners have erected 'lending libraries' 
on city property where passers-by can borrow books from pretty little "houses". As an alternative 
to grass, many residents are now using gravel and stones as part of their landscaping and they 
have included their boulevards in this transition. 

Of particular interest is an area of South Norah Street which the Kiwanis Club recognized as 
best city block in 2009. A sign has been placed on the median strip in recognition of the efforts 
of property owners. This block is home to six lovely boulevard gardens. However, due to the 
existing rules, all these projects are in violation of a trespass by-law. In every instance, I have 
nothing but appreciation for the work these citizens have completed. 

There is a need to respond to this that makes sense for everyone. I recognize that the city must 
provide guidelines for property owners; however, I fail to see the harm in growing alternative 
plants on city boulevards especially since we can select drought tolerant plants to avoid the 
issue of constant watering or we can enhance poor soils with compost and experiment with 
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Appendix E: Letters of Support & Community Input – Judy Zurich 

varieties of native plants, perennials or perhaps annual flowers. Homeowners are required to 
maintain the boulevards adjoining their property but the maintenance of lawns is losing its 
appeal due to the issues of water management and the use of chemicals. The fact that other 
neighbourhoods have accepted these boulevard improvements shows increased flexibility in 
embracing some changes to the standard landscape pattern in urban areas. 

As our concern for environmental matters continues to grow, and with demonstrated enthusiasm 
for ventures such as Roots to Harvest, the Adelaide Monarch Garden, school gardens and other 
efforts by citizens, it is my hope that council will take some time to discuss this issue and 
reconsider the existing by-law. 

Additionally, June 5, 2021, marked the beginning of the UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration. 
Many municipalities in North America are realizing the critical role they can play in efforts to 
restore biodiversity. Perhaps our city can address this issue by re-evaluating how boulevard 
properties can be utilized as a way to participate in this worthwhile goal. With your approval, we 
can help put nature at the heart of urban life. 

Original letter sent directly to City Council, copy forwarded in support of deputation via 
Facebook & Email, Sept 7/21 
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Appendix E: Letters of Support & Community Input 

Support Comments with Photos 

For me it’s not just aesthetic, I garden 
for the birds, for bugs, for food for us. 

Sustainability and common 

sense, the natural process 

respected. It’s really so simple. 

– Amy Vervoort, Sept 9/21, Facebook 

Private Message 

It makes no sense to waste time 

energy and resources on grass 

lawns. Letting these spaces 

naturalize is a very simple and 

cost free way to improve our 

environmental footprint. 
– Liane Boyer, Sept 4/21, Private 

Email Communication 
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Facebook,  Personal  Messages  

 I  definitely  support  this!!  I  would  
I  love  this  idea.  I  used  to  live  in  Vancouver,  where  boulevard  

gardens  were  very  popular,  and  were  used  as  a  planning  love  to  plant  my  city  

measure  to  beautify  neighbourhoods  and boulevard  but  have  a  neighbour 

bring  neighbours  together who  is  all  pesticides  and  calling  the  
.  If  I'm  remembering  

bylaw  office.  If  I  can  plant  the  hell  strip,  
correctly,  there  was  even  some  funding  available  at  some  

less  grass  to  mow.  The  rest  of  my  yard  
point.  I'm  going  to  share  a  link  to  one  of  my  favourite  

is  no  grass.  All  food,  bee  and  butterfly  
instagram  accounts  - East  Vancouver Boulevard  Gardens.  I  

plants.  and  medicinals.  I  have  some  
know  we  have  a  slightly  different  growing  situation  here,  but  

lawn  because  I  have  to,  not  by  choice.  
it  is  still  inspiring.  –  Twyla  Carolan,  Sept  9/21  
https://www.instagram.com/eastvan_blvd_gardens/   –  
Jennifer  Dagsvik, Aug  31/21   

 

This is a fantastic idea. – Stefanie Plumridge, Aug 30/21 

I would, I will, and in some ways have already supported this idea. This town needs some 

creative thinking and it is far too apparent that it is not coming from city hall often enough but it 

is coming from the great creative human resources that are far ahead with intelligent vision to 

make a healthier and more natural environment . We have the people in our 

community who can change things for the better and I want the city hall to support them with 

everything they have including funding. If the city cant see what needs to be done than get 

out of the way but support and make available all the necessary resources and rule 

changes to allow and support visionary community ideas and people to make a 

better future. City hall must never stand in the way of great ideas but instead 

help them come to fruition. It is obvious that great ideas dont all come from city hall and city hall 

has to position itself to best serve the citizens who have insight ,vision and the positive energy 

to make great ideas a reality. Thunder bay is filled with great people with great ideas and it's 

time for city hall to partnership with this important community resource. – Norman Sponchia, 

Aug 30/21 

Love this idea. – Shelly Elmhurst, Aug 30/21 

Thunder Bay can vastly improve the biodiversity of our vegetation, insects and wildlife 

by replacing asphalt boulevards with native/sustainable plantings. This initiative will 

support the City’s current mandate to be Clean, Green and Beautiful. 
– Jenny Franklin, Aug 30/21 
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Reimagining the Yard Maintenance Bylaw: A Opportunity to Contribute Towards Sustainability Goals 

Appendix E: Letters of Support & Community Input 

Facebook, Thunder Bay Gardening & Ag Community 

Absolutely would love it and make me more inclined to go for walks. – Grey 

Andreason, Aug 29/21 

– Judy Forslund, Aug 30/21 Yes!!! 
I garden on my boulevard already and the neighbourhood loves it but they are terrified to break 
any law and garden on their boulevards. We as a neighbourhood would back any plan to let us 

develop the dead areas known as the boulevards. I brought the soil back to life 
out on my boulevard. Digging it up I did not find one worm. Feeding that soil for a year I finally 

planted a good neighbour vege garden. All passers by were so pleased. When veges 

were read people would stop and ask permission to pick even though each row was labelled... 
your peas, your beans, strawberries, etc... People felt the kindness that was intended. 

Children got involved even receiving their own pumpkin seeds to plant at Halloween. I 

also share the flower seeds that border this garden and mentor people wanting to learn 
gardening. Our street is one block long and we are all 

connected with gardening with residents in rent controlled Love this! I had approached 
buildings close by feeling part of this small community. – Veronica the city years ago 
Hillyard, Aug 29/21 & Aug 30/21 questioning the practice of 

paving the boulevards and 
was basically told “this is 
how it has always been I would LOVE to see this allowed! I was thinking of doing it 
done” leaving little room for 

already and didn’t know it wasn’t allowed. Hopefully it can go 
discussion. I wish this 

through!" – Monique Marchand, Aug 29/21 
initiative all the 
best. – Jenny Franklin, 

This is a wonderful idea! -– Vicki McInnis Kutzak, Aug 29/21 Aug 29/21 

I have been reintroducing natural NW ontario plants to the spaces in our 

backlanes and yards since about 1975. Defending the cow parsnip, the red willow (for years 
there was a basket weaver that harvested them and sold his baskets around town) the 
fiddlehead, the sage, chokecherries etc. Someone found my wild space at one house 
unattractive and was about to take a whippersnipper to it! lol. I had to reintroduce him to the 

beauty of northwestern ontario in the city. So funny - when it is out 

in the country and you go for a walk in the wilderness it is beautiful but when you plant it in town 
it's a weed. Anyway - good idea to use more of this wasted space called a boulevard. – Sandra 
Brown, Aug 29/21 
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Reimagining the Yard Maintenance Bylaw: A Opportunity to Contribute Towards Sustainability Goals 

Appendix E: Letters of Support & Community Input 

This really is a great idea. I am slowly replacing my front lawn with 

perennial flowers and my back lawn with veggie gardens. I would 

love to see more wild flower gardens in boulevards. I would also love to 

see fruit trees planted as well. – Melissa Dawn, Jul 18/21 & Aug 29/21 

– Tee Na, Aug 29/21 Outstanding!! This has my full support! 

I think this is a fantastic idea. Just this year, I saw a patch of daisies start to grow on our 

boulevard patch, and it looks so inviting. It's a great idea for those avid gardeners who 

have run out of space in their yards. I love seeing the apartment/condo/assisted living/ etc. 
buildings create raised gardens for their residents to rent, allowing a boulevard garden would 
mean more gardening opportunity for them. 

I think it would also beautify the neighborhoods, as well as get rid of that useless, 

and awkward patch of grass. I love the large tree that sits in the centre of my boulevard, but I 
hate having to mow around it and then get the trimmer to cut down the long grass around the 
trunk. – Tavia Darcy, Aug 30/21 

For sure. Would look much better than some do now. – Elvira A. Dustin, Aug 30/21 

Fully in support! The more we can do to help wildlife and biodiversity the better. I 

find the native boulevards beautiful! – Ryan Lee Gallant, Aug 30/21 

I love the natural gardens but 

there is work involved too. 

And if neighbours like a 
manicured lawn they should be 

respected for that too. It has to 

be neighbourhoods 

working together. – 

Jean Henny, July 18/21 

Oh I do hope this is successful!!! Thunder Bay is so behind 
the times with their lack of initiative. Boulevard gardens in 

other cities I've lived in have been so widely 

accepted and embraced! – Diane Wallis, July 

18/21 

I agree and support this. – Jess Metcalfe, July 19/21 

I totally dig this. Our boulevard is just dry grass right now... – Alain Joseph, July 21/21 
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Reimagining the Yard Maintenance Bylaw: A Opportunity to Contribute Towards Sustainability Goals 

Appendix E: Letters of Support & Community Input 

– Gail Seagris, Aug 30/21 

I had an extra 100 or so tomato plants this year that I had to throw out. I would have 

loved to be able to plant a garden there for people to take as they're walking by. 

– Mrunank S Patel, July 19/21 

I keep repeating, "you can't eat grass". 

Flowers or even veggies do so much better than grass. – Phyllis Garton, July 19/21 

Facebook, Urban Greenscapes 

Also, a number of individuals through the David Suzuki Foundation, myself included, that are 

planting "Butterflyways", to reestablish biodiversity and encourage 

pollinators. Our bylaws are antiquated and outdated and make little sense, especially with 

the climate emergency and the significant loss of native plant and animal 

species. I would be happy if city council took a forward-thinking stance on this issue, 

changing the by-law to encourage boulevard gardening. There are so many positive benefits. – 
Cynthia Diane, July 18/21 & Aug 29/21 

Facebook, Thunder Bay Permaculture 

Would love to see this! I'm currently in Halifax, I support this for Thunder Bay and all Canadian 

cities #letsgo #nature #weneedmoreurbanmeadows – Ann Helga, Aug 29/21 

I love this idea. It serves a 

purpose for pollinators 
as well as it makes it look pretty. – Ashley Marie Poulter, Aug 30/21 
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Reimagining the Yard Maintenance Bylaw: A Opportunity to Contribute Towards Sustainability Goals 

Appendix E: Letters of Support & Community Input 

I got my start in forestry as a tree planter out of Thunder Bay almost 27 years ago. 

There's a reason why I eventually worked westward and this is that reason: In the West, 
folk are open to ecologically influenced decision making. In Thunder Bay I was lucky to 

have 500$ days. Out west I work with informed ecological advisors under indigenous 
oversight on native plant species regeneration and a 500$ day is a slow day. There are 

a lot of initiative funds out there. The money is indicative. Ecologically 

influenced decision making is at the helm of good financial 
decisions. All the contracts I choose are the best ones. They pay the best because 

the ecologists did their research. I would only hop on naturalization projects, if I was a 
city decision maker. Anything else is a money pit. I'm pretty blue collar. And if you were 

more ecologically minded, with openness to naturalization, I would consider workforce 
investment here. Otherwise, it would be a poor investment decision for me. 
– Lark Richard, Sept 12/21 

I would like the city to make garden plots available for people who want to grow 

their own. We all want healthy food and many of us cannot afford the price of our locally 
grown produce. The city would have to provide the water of course. – Pat Moore Driver, Aug 

29/21 

Planting for pollinators…let’s encourage more of this! – Julie Rendell, July 

19/21 
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From: webmaster@thunderbay.ca 
Date: September 15, 2021 at 1:28:40 PM EDT 
To: Krista Power <Krista.Power@thunderbay.ca>, Dana Earle <Dana.Earle@thunderbay.ca> 
Subject: New Response Completed for Speak to City Council 

Hello, 

Please note the following response to Speak to City Council has been submitted at Wednesday 
September 15th 2021 1:27 PM with reference number 2021-09-15-475. 

• Please state what agenda item you would like to speak about: 
Divesting of parking structures 

• Have you already been in contact with City Administration in regards to the subject 
matter of your deputation request? 
No 

• Please select the date of the meeting: 
Committee of the Whole - Monday, September 20th 

• Please choose 
Mr 

• First name: 
Chris 

• Last name: 
KRUMPHOLZ 

• Email: 
krumps3@shaw.ca 

• Phone: 
(807) 474-9341 

• Organization you represent: (optional) 
Thunder Bay Parking Authority Board 

mailto:webmaster@thunderbay.ca
mailto:Krista.Power@thunderbay.ca
mailto:Dana.Earle@thunderbay.ca
mailto:krumps3@shaw.ca


 
 

 
   
 
  
 

 

 

     
 

     
 

  
 

   
      
 
 

  
 

   
   

 
   

   
  

 
    

   
    

      
 

  
 
   
 

PARKING AUTHORITY 
Memorandum 

TO: Krista Power, City Clerk 

FROM: Chris Krumpholz, Chair – Parking Authority 

DATE: September 15, 2021 

SUBJECT: Divestment of Parkades 
Committee of the Whole – September 20, 2021 

Members of Council, 

The following resolution was passed at the September 14, 2021 Parking Authority meeting and is 
provided for council’s information. 

WITH RESPECT to the divestment of Parkades, the Parking Authority 
Board is unified in its request that City Council not consider divestment of 
the Parkades; 

AND THAT maintaining the Parkades as a municipal asset will strongly 
support ongoing revitalization efforts and growth of the downtowns, protect 
the critical supply of public parking with its core value of equity, and send a 
clear signal the municipality supports businesses in the downtowns. 

CARRIED 



 

 

 

     

   

   

 

 

 

     

 

      

 

   

 

         

         

 

 

          

 

Reference  Department/Division  Outstanding  Item  Subject  Resolution  Revised  Report 

Number  Report Back  Back  Date  

Date  

2014-040- Development  &  Restricting  Access  from  Neebing  2014   

DEV  Emergency  Services/  Avenue  to  Arthur Street  

Planning  Marketplace  

2018-010- Development  &  Sign  By-law  No  date  included   

DEV  Emergency  in  referral  

Services/Licensing  &  resolution  

Enforcement  

2020-024- Development  &  Request  for Report  –  Development  Sep-28-2020  Sep-20-2021  

DEV  Emergency  of  a  Nuisance  By-law  

Services/Licensing  &  

Enforcement  

2020-031- Development  &  Fireworks  By-law  Proposed  Oct-31-2021   

DEV  Emergency  Amendment  

Services/Licensing  &  

Enforcement  

2020-052- Development  &  TBFR Strategic  Master Fire  Plan  April-30-2022   

DEV  Emergency  (SMFP)  - Implementation  Plan  

Services/Thunder Bay  

Fire  Rescue  

2021-101- Development  &  Abandoned  Shopping  Carts  Sep-30-2021   

DEV  Emergency   

Services/Licensing  &   

Enforcement   

 

 

Office of the City Clerk 

Memorandum Fax: 623-5468 

Telephone: 625-2230 

TO: Mayor & Council 

FROM: Krista Power, City Clerk 

DATE: September 16, 2021 

SUBJECT: Revised Outstanding List for Planning as of September 16, 2021 

Committee of the Whole – September 20, 2021 

The following items are on the outstanding list for September 20, 2021: 



    

 

2021-102- Development  &  Extension  of the  Sanitary  Trunk  Dec-13-2021   

DEV  Emergency  Sewer,  west  of  Parkdale  

Services/Planning  

2021-103- Development  &  Request  for Information  - Open  air Nov-15-2021    

DEV  Emergency  Burning  By-law   

Services/Thunder Bay   

Fire  Rescue  

2021-104- Development  &  Work  Plan  for Superior North  Mar-14-2022    

DEV  Emergency  EMS  2021-2030  Master Plan  

Services/EMS  

2021-105- Development  &  Ban  Against  Conversion  Therapy  Mar-31-2022    

DEV  Emergency  

Services/Licensing  &  

Enforcement  

2021-106- Development  &  Community  Safety  &  Well-Being  Oct-25-2021   

DEV  Emergency  Services  Terms  of Reference   
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*Please note that due to the Re-org within the City Manager’s Office and Development & 
Emergency Services in August 2021, item 2021-106-DEV has been added to the Planning 

Services Outstanding List, and removed from the Administrative Services Outstanding List. 
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